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On Zeroes and Heroes
rthur C. Clarke is understandingly upset.

"At about age 13," goes another story, "I

The genius behind the science-fiction clas-

He's right, but nobody seems to care. I guess

would routinely beg my best friend Rich to let
me play his beat-up old Stella. I wanted to play
very badly and he obligingly listened as I did
exactly that. I'd play until I had blisters, bite
them off and keep playing, while he and his dog
Spooky sat wishing we'd all go out and play ball.

we'll just celebrate the Hallmark version this

None of us recognized it as a pivotal time that

year. while the real millennium waits its turn.

would define my life's work in music. In con-

k sic (and 1968 Stanley Kubrick film) 2001:
A Space Odyssey points out the fact that, while
next year is a centennial year, the new millennium doesn't actually begin until January 1, 2001.

Yet, feeling every bit as nostalgic as the

trast, Rich eventually became a doctor."
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art direction

(almost) end of an

Sound familiar? It did to me.
After opening a

era to look back. In

music store in south-

the unlikely event
that Y2K should

ern California, I

Ron Kronewitter. Richard McDonald.

hired a semi-retired

Shane Nicholas, Alan DiPerna, Jack Schwarz,

plunge us into cata-

guy named Sam to

Adam St. James, Bill Turner

clysmic darkness,

help me. Having suc-

design and production

this would be our

cessfully raised a

Dominic Current, Eric Kingsbury,

last Frontline. If,

family while working

Bob Whitney

however, the End of

in music stores for

acknowledgements

the World sub-

many years, Sam had

Sharon Benkendorf, Mark Blythe,

scribes to Mr.

forgotten more than

Bruce Bolen Sr., Bruce Bolen Jr

Clarke's timeline,

I ever knew about

Del Breckenfeld, Jeff Gary,

the next Frontline

Jamie Crompton, Bill Cummiskey,

will be published on

playing, teaching,
repairing and selling

schedule in January

guitars.

Ritchie Fliegler, Ron Huntoon.

next guy, there is no better time than the

Rich Siegle, Bob Whitney

contributing writers

J.D. Dworkow, Nancy Fisher,

2000. Of course, by

With a joke up

then, you can bet

his sleeve and a

Justin Norvell. Pattv Marino.

we'll all be preoccu-

smile on his face,

Richard McDonald, Shane

pied with the
Fender of the

he'd help anybody ...

Nicholas, John Page,

with anything. Got a
difficult repair? Give

Alex Perez, Amy Perille,

Future. In either

Ron Kronewitter, Mike Lewis.

Morgan Rmgwald,

it to Sam. Need a guitarist for an upcoming

Ed Rizzuto,

this century to express gratitude to our guitar

casual? Hey, Sam! Can't figure out how to play

Jack Schwarz,

heroes. It's now or never.

a difficult guitar part (or solve the world's polit-

scenario, you and I won't get another chance in

Some people will say we should only

ical problems)? Guess who.

Brad Townsencl

photography
Dannv Clinch

define guitar heroes as superstars. But, as HAL,

As unlikely a guitar hero as one can envi-

the intelligent computer (with the Fender-amp-

sion, Sam could play nearly any song the instant

Max Grace,

jewel countenance) in Kubrick's film said, "I'm

he heard it, in amazing chord-melody style.

Doug Crouch

sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do that."

Every player within earshot would stand slack-

While writers far more qualified than I wiU
debate and chronicle the historical significance
of superstars like Stevie Ray, Jimi Hendrk,

jawed as he'd launch a silky-smooth, rapid-fire
series of complex chords with confounding ease.

Robert Knigl
Jim McGuire.
lohn Samora,

Clapton, and Jeff Beck ad nauseam, I've found

Then, smiling over the bifocals which constantly
slipped to the tip of his nose, he'd shake his grey,

that our personal heroes more directly influence

crew-cut head at the end of each passage "to

our evolution from spectator into player, and

give it a little vibrato." His musical style was

from player into enthusiast. These are the

incredible, yet alien and intimidating to me ...

Cover ohoto bv

unlikely-to-be-mentioned friends, cousins,

until he gave me the only lessons I ever had.

Danny Clinch

brothers, neighbors and teachers whose names

Each lesson was always a greatly anticipated

never make it to any Billboard chart, but who

guitar/philosophy session featuring The World

inspire letters and countless stories.

According to Sam. And what a wonderful world

One such unlikely hero is Las Vegas

Randv Santas,
Paul Stahnke,
Neit Zlozower

'ledd profiles of'" FMIC's claK

it was.
Corporation (FMIC). Fender's Limited '''*•'

schoolteacher Bob Morris, who has become a

Sam didn't quite make it to the new mil-

guitar hero to hundreds of kids who get to learn
and play guitar in school! How cool is that? I

lennium (this one or Arthur C. Clarke's). And

chased and serviced within the United States

although you won't find him in the history

and Canada. Warranties outside the USA and Can;

would have never missed a day of school if there

books, I'll never touch a guitar without thinking

are as defined bv the authorized Fender Distributo

had been a program like that in my junior high.
(See story page 22)

about him as the most influential guitar hero of

youf country or f'@^

my life.
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Gotan axe to grind, bone to pick, yarn to spin orcheerto lead? Write us:
Frontline Letters, 7975 N. Hayden Road, Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258.
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Fender Vets Get Their Due

Jim and Chuck, we appreciate your knowledge of

have been improved upon if you tried, and

Fender guitar history, and we are extremely proud

that's why I'm a loyal customer. Well done!

Dear Frontline:

to have folks like Abigail and Herb devoting their

I really enjoyed your article "Some Things Just
Get Better with Time" [about long-time Fender
employees Abigail Ybarra and Herb Gastelum,
Winter '99 issue]. Having repaired or restored
numerous vintage and recent Fender guitars and
basses, I pay attention to the names written or
stamped on the parts that make up these guitars.

talents to our tradition of excellence. Maybe that's
why, in a recent "shootout, " Guitarist magazine

Michael Purvis
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

chose a Custom Shop Relic over a vintage '63 Strat!
Thanks, Mike, and hang on to the next one.

SRV Times Piree

TeleTalkin'

Dear Frontline:

I (and many others who are into Fender)

I have had the privilege of owning two Stevie

Dear Frontline:

have found that certain names come with a cer-

Ray Vaughan Stratocasters over the last seven

tain quality associated with the name. As an

I've been a Fender customer ever since I bought

years. As well, for seven and a half years, I was

example, many of us found that the "A.Y." (or

my first Squier Telecaster at age 15.1 saved my

a Lieutenant with the U.S. Navy, serving at a

lawn-mowing money to buy it. I wanted a

"Ay Why") pickups from the mid-'60s sound
better than most. Now I know who A.Y. is and

Navy SEAL. I purchased my first SRV in 1992,
after hearing much fanfare celebrating the

what she looks like! "HERB G" was a common

release of a "signature series" guitar that was

stamp on '70s bodies, and these had the nicest

Roy Nichols. I dreamed then of some day own-

modeled after my hero's particular instrument.

ing a 1952 Butterscotch Blonde Telecaster.

look. Also, his name pops up as "H.

Telecaster because my guitar heroes played
Teles—Merle Haggard, Luther Perkins and

Recently, I saved and traded my way to a

GASTELUM" on many '80s necks, and these

'52 reissue. I was on a waiting list. When it

are the creme de la creme. Now I know Herb

arrived, I couldn't wait. I was excited. I was

Gastelum is still around, as well as Ms. Ybarra.

rewarded with the most beautiful guitar I had

I wish you would do more stories like this

ever seen. Superb action, breathtaking finish on

more often. These people love their work, and it

a gorgeous wood grain. Right out of the case—

shows in their work. Now I am more interested

playable, loveable, beautiful. I couldn't have

in a Custom Shop reissue than ever. With the

been more pleased if I had gone to the Custom
Shop and built it from scratch.

knowledge that these two craftspeople are still
doing what they do best, it's a no-brainer.

The '52 Tele is my personal signature Tele.
It fits me to a "T." The tone is almost unearthly

Jim Shine
Oxford, Maine

through my Fender Deluxe 112 plus (also new).
I picked up this amp for affordability, durability,
size, weight and volume. It has it all for the

Dear Frontline:

working musician that carries his own gear to

A few weeks ago, I purchased a Fender Custom

Shop 1964 Stratocaster in Daphne Blue, with

Former Navy SEAL Michael and his SRV Strat.

way out of the
store, I picked up
Volume 25
[Winter '99] of

Thank you, Fender, for still making guitars
with care and pride in the U.S.A. Don't stop!

gold hardware, pearl pickguard, bird's-eye
maple neck and Pao Ferro fretboard. On my

the gig!

While I was deployed overseas, the one
consistent thing I could look forward to—upon

Dan Hurt
Park Hills, Missouri

returning to the U.S.—was being able to play my

guitar. The difficulty in being a SEAL and a guitar player was that I did not have enough time to

Frontline and

devote to practice, and eventually I sold my gui-

read, with great

tar. After leaving the Navy and heading to

interest, the story

Canada—where I was raised—I purchased my

"Some Thmgs Get

It's a sacred and powerful thing when a player finds
just the right guitar for his or her personal style and
taste. Fender produces such a wide variety of guitars with the understanding that guitar players are
unique and creative individuals. We get a surge of

Better with

second SRV Strat, but sold it, regrettably, to help

pride every time we hear of another musician find-

Time." The article

pay for my university education.

ing his or her ideal musical companion.

I have owned a lot of guitars in the 14

was right about

years that I've been playing, but none has ever

having to search

been as close to what I would consider "my"

through 30-plusyear-old Strats to

find one half as

Chuck's Fender Gear

good as the '64
reissue that I am lucky to own. Plugged into my
Fender Super Reverb, I can play "Jingle Bells"

and sound like Stevie Ray Vaughan. Thank you
so much for the great equipment. I will treasure

this guitar for the rest of my life.
Chuck Minahan
West Babylon, New York

guitar as my SRV. The feel of the guitar in my
hands, the way it felt hanging on my shoulder,
the fact that (for some inexplicable reason) I
could play my SRV better than any other guitar
I happened to pick up is a mystery ... but it felt
right. I also believe it's fair to say that I can not
play another instrument but a Stratocaster. You

... And Then There Are Fenders
Dear Frontline:

After looking through a copy of your Winter '99
edition, I purchased a Nashville Tele, Candy
Apple Red with a maple neck. I have been playing since the late '50s and have had most of the

have spoiled me, because you give your cus-

best. I want to say that I have never been as

tomers exactly what they want.

pleased with a guitar as I am with this one. It is

In the next year, I plan on purchasing

the most versatile-sounding, easiest playing gui-

another SRV Strat. My past two SRVs could not

tar I have ever owned. I can't say enough about

FENDER
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Continued from page 5.
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the workmanship. I have nothing but praise for
Fender, as I have had excellent factory service
when I have needed it. and whenever I have
called, people have been very courteous and
more than willing to help. I always tell everyone
that there are guitars, and then there are

Fenders. Thank you for all the enjoyment that
your products have given me through the years.
H.D. Izzo

Mayfield, New York

Collected Works
Dear Frontline:

I bought my first Fender Telecaster in 1974, but
my collection didn't start until 1995 when I

Fender Amplifier Q&A
Re-tubing Your Hot Rod

extension speaker to the internal speaker.

What is the safe Ohm impedance to the total
speakers, so the amp wouldn't be damaged

Dear Frontline:

I want to ask you one thing about the Hot
Rod Deluxe tube combo. This amp turned
out to be a good-sounding, reliable working

by an extension. What suggestions do you
have m order to keep my system safe and

efficient?

tool. It's really turned me on to Fender amps

Peter Heisler

again.

via Internet

Unfortunately, one day it started to
sound fairly less than itself and the techni-

Your BXR comes equipped with a 4-Ohm speaker as standard equipment and does not offer an

dans couldn't find anything at first. It turned

external speaker jack. But wait ... this is not a

out to be a pre-amp tube problem. A new set

bad thing. Many manufacturers will use an 8-

of no-name tubes worked out fairly well, but

Ohm speaker and advertise the wattage as 100
Watts at 4 Ohms, which in reality means you will
need an additional 8-Ohm extension cabinet. If

has grown to a vari-

I missed the crispness I had before. My main
question is: as for the 12AX7s, what are the
best tubes? Can they all be the same, all

ety of Fender guitars,

three, or do they have different functions

gest you step up in wattage to a BXR 300 C.

my favorites being
Teles and my favorite
of the Teles being the

(i.e., phase mverter, input driver)? And

bought a new sunburst American Strat. Since
then, my collection

new Telesonic with
De-Armond pickups.
My favorite collec-

which is the input tube, the one that most
affects the overall sound?

it seems like you need more umph, I would sug-

HR Deluxe/Bassman Rig
Dear Frontline:

Claus Siodmok

I own a Tweed Hot Rod Deluxe and '59

Germany

Bassman reissue. Am I damaging anything

table guitar is the
Jimi Hendrix

Your Hot Rod Deluxe uses 12AX7s in all three

by running a cord from the pre-amp out of

positions. When looking at your amp back, the

the Deluxe to the Normal input of the

Monterey Strat, a

12AX7 on the far right is VI, containing the first

Bassman? I set the volume on the Bassman

perfectly reproduced 1969 Fender Strat that the
Fender Custom Shop and Custom Shop artist

gain stages. As you may know, 12AX7 tubes are

at 4 or 5 and adjust the overall volume with
the Deluxe. The tone is thick and punchy
with my Strat. Would the #2 input be better
than the #1?

Pamalina Hovnatanian should be proud of!

Dual Triodes, housing two completely independent triodes in one tube. As such, VI is home to
gain stages one and two. This is the most criti-

Jim Heflybower
West Chester, PA

Kid Tested, Mother Approved
Dear Frontline:

cal position for microphonics and hum considorations. In other words, put your best 12AX7

Keith Crites

here! We always recommend using genuine

Ardmore, Oklahoma

Fender replacement tubes. Your amp was
designed around these components and stands
the best chance of performing as intended by
using the real thing. Check out page 164 of the

I just read my first issue of Frontline and

Frontline Gear Section for a selection of excel-

learned a lot. I read almost everything in it. (My

lent OEM replacement tubes.

Mom liked that). It is cool to know all about
Fenders. The letter "Fender Mexico Rocks"
was great. I have

BXR Extension Cabinet?

found the same

Dear Frontline:

thing—that the

I have a BXR 100 and I would like to add an

Fender Mexican

Keith, that is an unconventional approach, but
you won't damage anything. I would recommend
using input #2 on your Bassman. It will divide it
down for you, and you can crank it up and get
those power tubes working for you.

Fender amp questions answered by Richard
McDonald, Marketing Manager for Fender and
Sunn Amplifiers. Have a Fender amp question, write: Fender Amp Q&A/Frontline, 7975
N. Hayden Rd., Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ
85258.

Strat is awesome.

I just turned 13
in February and have

been playing playing
guitar every minute I
can for a year and
have given four short
performances, too. I

have 3 guitars but my Fender Mexican Strat (I
call it Stevie) is my Number One. It just sounds
and feels the best. Thanks!
Jan-Frederick Peek

Corrections
In the Winter (January through June)
1999 issue of Frontline, the final line of
type from "The Legendary J.B.," our
tribute to Tele master James Burton,

was omitted. The final sentence should
read: "It will be a fitting tribute to one of
the greatest of all time."

Alamosa, CA
FRONTLINE

Additionally, in Artist Action on page 14,
it was noted that the UnVailed Battle of
the Bands took place in Aspen,
Colorado. It took place, of course, in

Vail, Colorado. On that same page, Stef
Carpenter of the Deftones was mistakenly identified as China Moreno. Our
apologies

^

ie of rock's most

legendary and influential
.^-1

litarists returns in top

f<tm for his first studio
aBbum of new material in
nearly a decade.
Arranged and Produced by
To|y Hymas and Jeff Beck
<s

^
y^.

wwi^epicrecords.com
"Epic-^eg. u.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Marca RegistradaY - _ is a trademark
[Music Entertainment Inc./® 1999 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.

Available at

ver the course of a career that spai
the past 35 years. Beck has cons'ii
tently moved with the times, settii
new musical trends, but never ca\

ing in to them. Beck's latest album, the lon||
anticipated Who Else!, finds the one-tin^
British Invader giving 21st Century globe-sty|
electronica a run for its money. Beck's restles

ly frenetic fretwork feels right at home amid tl
cut-and-paste urgency of digital futurism. T]|

guitarist admits he was pulled in several dire
tions while making Who Else! (This too
Beck's usual modus operandi.) On the 01
hand, he was seduced by the fast and sexy allui
of drum'n'bass, big beat and other high-bp|
dance floor sounds. But he couldn't quite brii
himself to abandon the tried-and-true live bar
format that has sustained him ever since his glc
rious mid-'60s tenure with the Yardbirds.

"I'm still tied by the umbilical cord
drums." Beck's craggy features break into;
smile beneath a coif that has magically m'c

tained its Swinging London color and shaj:
"And I always thought that dance music shoi|
be inspired by complex rhythms, and not o|
guy bashing away with one kick drum sampl<
At one point along the way. Beck asse^-

bled a formidable live band consisting of IOD|;time collaborator Tony Hymas on keyboar||,
shred mistress and Michael Jackson tour ?Ht
Jennifer Batten on MIDI guitar, drummer Ste
Alexander and bassist Randy Hope-Taylor.
"The game plan was to go on the road
play real low-key gigs, so we could get thrl
thrashed out," says Beck. "We toured for
weeks in Italy, and by the time we read
Germany we were ready to record." But,!
notoriously self-critical Beck wasn't entil
pleased with the results. "I wanted to givi

the guitar when I got back home and heard^
tapes. So I dismembered all the takes and|
down to some serious surgery. I retained all
solos, drum parts and other things that
good."

Accompanied by a cadre of top Br|
programmers. Beck entered the digital doi

of ProTools, boldly chopping, changing ancS^dically restructuring many of the album's con§30sitions. Beck's stunning lead work is real-||me
live on the entire album—except for the ^-fi
romp "THX 138," where the master decide to

sample and loop his own riffs. While this-'^tay
seem a sacrilege to some, Beck takes the b^ad-

minded view that the end justifies the meai||.
"I think people know 1 can play ^i.il.e
well," he laughs. "But there are certain t]®igs
that sound more impressive if they're a f@ck.
The exact sameness [of a loop] has its own^pe-

cial quality. If it were played, it would s|.iind
naff—nol too good. That's just one np^elly
Photo by Dnnny Clinch

track that's got that sort of attitude. That cflors

•vftyi'^

the whole album with a kind of validity l'or|pe.
FENDER 8 ^TftSWUirc^
..' •^•*^'%^;: -1

As a counterpoint to all this cyber-aggression. Who Else! also finds Beck in lyrical, Celtictinged ballad mode on tunes like "Declan,"
"Angel (Footsteps)" and "Another Place."
This more romantic side of El Becko traces all

the way back to his inclusion of the English ballad "Greensleeves" on his first solo album,
Truth, back in 1968.
"•Angel (Footsteps)' is a piece of music
that I fell in love with as soon as Tony Hymas
presented it to me," says Beck. "Tony writes
with very round, mundane synthesizer sounds,
so I can just focus on the tune and read what I
want to into it. This one wasn't working fingerstyle, so I got out a bottleneck and a Telecaster.
It has more of a lyrical flow that way."
Beck's main axe for the more uptempo
material on Who Else! was a well-worn Jeff
Beck signature model Stratocaster that's been
with him for quite some time. This surf green
warhorse is named "Little Richard," in token of
the fact that the rock'n'roll legend signed his

Page. The two men were still in their teens when

Beck's old friend Jimmy Page, but Page

name on the body in mile-high letters. Said

their paths first crossed.

declined and recommended Beck instead.

body shows signs of having been completely
split apart in two places, and carefully glued

"My sister gave me the introduction,"

"The Yardbirds enabled me to continue

Beck recalls. "They went to the same college.

experimenting," he says. "[Yardbirds vocalist]

back together.

She came home one day and said, 'There's a guy

Keith Relf and [bassist] Paul Samwell-Smith

"I've been playing this same Strat," Beck

at college with a goofy-looking guitar like

used to write these very skeletal kind of

shrugs. "There's only one or two spots on the

yours.' And I went, 'Where is he? Take me to

melodies that enabled me to do tricks that I oth-

whole album where I didn't use it. It's just the

him!' 'Cause there was nobody else on my block

erwise probably wouldn't have done. All I need-

one I always pick up and use. It's completely

or even in my town who knew what a Fender

ed was three good melodies and away I went."

broken in. In fact, it's all bashed up."

Strat was. Meeting Jim was great—like meeting
your long lost brother. And we've got on well

While the Yardbirds released a string of
tightly crafted hit singles, they also pioneered

ever since."

the concept of the extended blues-based instru-

The Stratocaster is the guitar Beck started
out on, as a teenager growing up in Surrey, just
outside London. In fact, the Strat was the cata-

lyst behind Beck's first meeting his lifelong
friend and fellow British guitar legend, Jimmy

The early '60s found Beck wowing the

mental jam, or "rave up." The Yardbirds were a

London scene on guitar for groups like the

huge influence on mid-'60s garage bands. Some

Tridents, Nightshift and Screaming Lord Sutch
and the Savages. Playing the mod stronghold

was captured on Beck-era recordings like "I'm

Eel Pie Island, he became one of the first elec-

a Man," and "The Train Kept A Rollin'."

trie guitarists to experiment with feedback.
"I had a terrible amp that fed back any-

(Freely adapted covers of blues and rockabilly

of the excitement of their legendary live shows

standards.) Beck developed a frenetic manner

way," he recalls. "When we started playing big

of soloing: sporadic bursts of notes and sudden,

ballrooms, you'd turn up the volume and

nervous multi-octave leaps up and down the

wheeeeee. And everybody would start looking

fretboard, an amped-up style that mirrored the

at me thinking I wanted to be dead 'cause I'd

rapid pace of Swinging London.

made this mistake. So I had to turn a horrible

At the same time. Beck took microtonal

sound into a tune to make them think I'd meant

string bending into the same exotic Indian terri-

it. That's where it all came from. Eel Pie Island

tory the Beatles were beginning to explore. The

was the spawning ground where I started these

Yardbirds' single "Heart Full Of Soul" with its

noises. Using tape echo to the point where it

"raga rock" guitar hook actually predated by a

could play by itself. Just put the guitar up on the

few weeks the first Beatles recording to include

amp and it would make these amazing sounds

sitar, the Help film soundtrack. Beck's playing

that make people go crazy. You could play 20-

on "Heart Full of Soul" and subsequent tracks

minute solos. It was like somebody going crazy

like "Over Under Sideways Down" and

with a paint brush, just smacking paint on the

"Shapes of Things" was a major catalyst for

wall and watching people enjoy it."

late-'60s psychedelic guitar.

Beck's sbc-string adventurousness found

"[The Yardbirds] got this Indian man to

an ideal outlet when he joined the Yardbirds in
1965, taking over the lead guitar slot from Eric
Clapton. The position had first been offered to

play sitar on the date," Beck recalls of the
"Heart Full Of Soul" session. "But he couldn't

play in 4/4 time. It was totally magical what

"I don't really know what people want when they
ask me, <Can you improve the Fender?' It's like
saying, 'I've got a Ferrari. How can I make it bet-

ter?' I think you chaps have it covered-"
—Jeff Beck

have been creeping up ever since. Now I've got

he was doing, but it didn't have any groove to it.

"He'd come onstage and completely,

So I showed him on guitar what I thought would

undermine and overshadow what we'd done,"

.011, .013, .017, .028, .038 and .049. I'm trying to

be a good idea, which was that riff with the D-

Beck recalls. "But nobody cared. It was just

get heavier on the top end."

string drone an octave below. And they said,

great. And to have Rod singing was, well, two

It was also Hendrbc who rekindled Beck's

That's just great. Let's just leave that.' And we

guitars blazing away—forget it. The club was

interest in the Strat. "I suppose seeing Jimi

sent the Indian man on his way.'

crammed to capacity every night. "

By the Yardbirds era, Beck had aban-

Hendrix gave Beck several pieces of gui-

Hendm with my old guitar strapped around his
neck, sounding the way it did, made me inter-

doned the Strat he started on. He experimented

taristic advice. "On my early stuff, I was playing

ested to go back to that again," Beck says. For

with a few Telecasters before settling on a '54

the thinnest strings you could get," says Beck,

much of the early '70s, he fluctuated between

Fender Esquire as his main guitar. He played his

".008s. And then the Jimi man came along and

Strats, Teles and Les Pauls as he worked his way

Esquire through two Vox AC30 combo amps

told me, 'You can't play with those rubber

through a second incarnation of the Jeff Beck

positioned "on two chairs commissioned from

bands. Get those off there.' So my string gauges

Group, a one-off songwriting collaboration with

whatever sources," he notes, "so that

Stevie Wonder and a short-lived band

they were at waist level where I could

with drummer Carmine Appice and
bassist Tim Bogert of Vanilla Fudge and

get to the controls easier and hear them
better. They were linked together in

Cactus. But he settled into a permanent

series."

relationship with the Strat right around
the time of his landmark Blow By Blow

Towards the end of Beck's tenure

album, which came out in 1975.

with the Yardbirds, there was a toogood-to-be-true five-month period

"I thought, 'I can't be dicking

when both Beck and Jimmy Page were

around,'" he says. '"Cause it was a total-

on guitar for the band. Who knows

ly different feel from one guitar to the

what this magical combination might
have produced had ill health and the

fortable."

other. I wanted to be absolutely com-

rigors of package tour one-nighters had-

On Blow by Blow and its followup

n't caused Beck to quit the Yardbirds in
October of 1966. But the fates had other

Wired, Beck embraced the mid-'70s

triumphs in store for both guitarists.

passion, injecting a much-needed dose

Popularity that eclipsed the
Yardbirds years awaited Beck as head

of rock attitude. With Beatles producer

of the Jeff Beck Group. A nascent

Beck recorded two of the best selling

supergroup with future Face and

instrumental albums ever.

Rolling Stone Ron Wood on bass, and

"A lot of people liked Blow by Blow
because it simplified [John] McLaughlin

fusion jazz movement with unreserved

George Martin at the production helm,

future Face and international pop star
Rod Stewart on vocals, the Jeff Beck

and complicated rock and roll," Beck

Group were at the vanguard of rock's

reckons. "It was just one of those

new heavy aesthetic, sharing front-run-

albums that was so easy to make. There

ner position with Cream and the Jimi

were great players, willing to play, and

Hendrix Experience. Beck was a year

decent material. In four days, we

ahead of his old friend Page, who didn't

tracked the whole thing. Then the over-

form his own heavy guitar group. Led

dubs took four years! George Martin

Zeppelin, until 1969. The Jeff Beck

certainly didn't know what he was get-

Group's 1968 debut album, Truth, has

ting involved in. I put some tapes on his

become a classic rock milestone, spear-

desk one day. He saw through the mists

headed by Beck's remake of the

and said there might be something

Yardbirds' "Shapes of Things."

there."

"That became the precursor to a

Beck discovered guitarist John

lot of power rock and roll," the general-

McLaughlin's Mahavishnu Orchestra,

ly self-effacing Beck acknowledges.

then at the height of their popularity, at

"That plodding sort of rhythm that we
nailed. I suppose whenever I get named as a
heavy metal innovator that's probably one of
the best examples of heavy metal in embryo."
Beck received a hero's welcome when the

Jeff Beck group played New York's Fillmore
East in 1968. It was his first American gig since
leaving the Yardbirds. Needless to say, the
whole band was nervous. "Rod wouldn't even
come and sing to the audience direct. He was
hiding behind some curtains. I actually had to
say, halfway through the set, There is a human
being actually making those noises in the building.'"

Jimi Hendrix became a friend and confi-

dant of Beck's during this period. The Jeff Beck
Group played a residency at Steve Paul's Scene
in Manhattan, and Hendrix would often join the
group onstage for encores.

"On my early stuff, I was

playing the thinnest
strings you could get,
-008s- And then the Jimi
man came along and told
me, 'You can't play with
those rubber bands. Get

an outdoor concert in New York's
Central Park. "I began to develop wings
because of that," he says. "Because it seemed to
me that everyone was getting so involved in and

in love with playing music. It was a vital thing
for me to have that."
Beck's collaboration with Mahavishnu
synth wiz Jan Hammer on Wired and subsequent albums had a lasting impact on the guitarist's style. He meshes so beautifully with
Hammer on Wired tracks like "Blue Wind" and
"Led Boots" that it's hard to tell who's who at

those off there/ So my

times. Some of Hammer's unique pitch wheel

string gauges have been

seem to have had a permanent impact on Beck's

creeping up ever since-"

—Jeff Beck

0

techniques on the Moog analog synthesizer
own distinctive wang-bar style. Beck's right
hand technique is highly idiosyncratic. He's one

of the only full-on rock guitarists who picks with
his bare fingers rather than a plectrum. His way

•'••'

with the Strat wang bar and his proclivity for the

was it," Beck says. "Stevie couldn't believe it.

occasionally tapped harmonic foreshadowed

He had a huge stack with about 15 different
amps, all gaffer-taped to a rolling platform. At

Beck Collection:

"When the tailpiece of the Strat is proper-

the end of each night's gig, we'd alternate
between him coming on to play with me and my

A Goldmine for Guitar Players

ly set up, for me, I can feel the spring balance,"
he says. "There's a balance between the tension

band, and me going on with his band. The vol-

of the strings and the counter-tension of the

ume coming off those amps was so unbeliev-

the shred movement of the '80s.

springs on the back. I have it set so there's just

able. And every night he'd say, 'You know man,

cnuugh tension to bend the arm up a whole

I'm talking to my guys about getting your

step. That's about it. If the bridge is leaning for-

setup.' And I said, 'I'm talking to my guys about

ward too much because of string tension, then

getting yours.' With a good sound guy and 20

you're not going to get the downward press you

million watts of P.A., you don't really need to be

need. So it's about 75% down, 25% up. That

loud onstage. But he sounded amazing: one of

Beck put his

the few loud players
that you could really

energies into a variety

bite into. There's

uf projects during the

another great guy went

will do it for me."

'80s. He played on

and died. It's so

albums by Tina Turner,

wrong."

Diana Ross, Stanley

In the '90s, Beck

Clarke, the Honey-

has found some new

electric guitar, you can not afford to ignore

drippers and Mick

outlets for his prodi-

Jeff Beck's contribution to our art. From

Jagger, among others,

gious talents. He made

and toured with Jagger

his first stab at televi-

his early work with straight Chicago blues
and rockabilly, to Swinging London pop,

If you are a student of the history of the

as well. He performed

sion scoring in the 1992

at major charity events

Australian miniseries

like The Secret

shred years and beyond, Beck's done it all

Frankie's House. And

and remained a most versatile, expressive

Puliceman's Other

and simply amazing guitar player.
The three-disc Beckology set on Epic

(Action for Research

he teamed up with
London rockabilly
revivalists the Big
Town Playboys in '93

into Multiple Scle-

to record Crazy Legs, a

rosis). He released

tribute to one of Beck's

three albums of his

it's still the best way for players and music

earliest and most

fans alike to sample Jeff's enormous discog-

uwn—There and Back,

enduring musical

Flash and Jeff Beck's

raphy prior to his current Who Else! album.

heroes: Gene Vincent

Since Beck has most often preferred to wait

Guitar Shop—with

and his band, the Blue

Terry Bozzio and Tony

several years between recordings, the music

Caps. Beck was

Hymas, picking up a

inspired to buy his first

Ball, the Prince's Trust

Rock Gala and ARMS

through his '70s supergroup era, to the

Records covers ahnost 30 years of Beck's
fantastic sbc-string journey. This essential
collection has been around a few years, but

of each era represented on Beckology represents a completely different feel.

Grammy in '86 for "Escape," a track from Flash.

Stratocaster all those years ago when he saw a

In 1989, Beck began collaborating with

mine of ideas to tap into—a little spelunk-

having overcome some initial reluctance. "I

photo of Vincent holding one. And countrified
cats like Carl Perkins, Blue Caps lead player
Cliff Gallup and his successor Johnny Meeks

don't really know what people want when they

were the original influence behind Beck's deci-

ask me, 'Can you improve the Fender?'" he

tar on the opening cut (when Jeff was just

sion to pick with his fingers rather than a plec-

18 years old) to the Telecaster tone-knob

protests. "It's like saying, 'I've got a Ferrari.

trum.

revelations of The Yardbirds' take on "The

Fender on a Jeff Beck Signature model guitar,

How can I make it better?' I think you chaps
have it covered."

Guitarists will find Beckology a golding into this set will reveal a wealth of cool
things to try. From the traditional sUde gui-

"My picking is all from those days," he

Train Kept A-RoUin'" to Jeff's pioneering

says, "when I had to learn how Chet Atkins

use of the "Bag" (or talk box) in the early

After some reflection, though, Beck did

could play a bass line and a melody at the same

'70s, the collection demonstrates how a

come up with a few design ideas based around

time. But I was heartbroken to learn that Chet

some of his playing idiosyncrasies. "I had them

palm for vibrato, just pressing the bridge. And

Atkins, Cliff Gallup and all those guys in the '50s
used finger picks! You can't possibly get that
crispness and clarity without fingerpicks. So for

it was cutting great ribbons of Hesh out of me

diversity of techniques can be blended
together into brilliant music.
Though Beck is the king of guitar
tricks, his work is testament to how tricks

the Blue Caps tribute, I had to learn to use them.

with the original saddles. So they made that

can become tasteful technique. For the

It was ghastly. They kept falling off and spring-

much smoother for me."

most part, there aren't a whole lot of out-

ing across the room."

board effects on Jeff's guitar tracks—it's

bending, a double roller nut was devised. "The

After the completion of Crazy Legs, it was high
time for Beck to get back to doing what he does

usually just a guitar, an amp and his hands.

top three strings have a double roller," Beck

best—Cutting edge guitar music that's com-

even on quasi-pop tunes like '"Cause

cldborates. "It stops that extraneous ringing

pletely in tune with contemporary idioms, yet

We've Ended As Lovers," his tones and

noise you don't want, and helps mtonation as

unmistakably Beck's own. Who Else! proves

well."

interpretation are astounding. His note

that, 35 years into his career, Jeff Beck still has

choices throughout his Jazz-Fusion period,

the ability to surprise and astound us.

the stunning harmonies on "Where Were

alter the saddles," he says. "Because I use my

To accommodate Beck's vigorous string

Beck has used a variety of amps over the
years, often with a wall of cabinets. For his now

"As much as I dearly love rockabilly," he

legendary "The Fire and the Fury" tour with the

says, "I don't think there was much more for me

late Stevie Ray Vaughan in 1989, he went a dif-

to gain by pursuing that. The lay of the land is

tc rent direction.

gone. One can't progress forward by going back

"I had a couple of Fender Twins and that

too far."

0

He's got 10 fingers like the rest of us, but ...

You" or the whammy attacks on "Going
Down"—it's all uniquely Beck.
So next time you're in a musical rut,
slap on Beckology and listen carefully.
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Third Annual Fender Catalina Blues Fest
S'JNNY SKIES AND SEARING FRETWORK MARK THIS YEAR'S FESTIVAL by Adam St. James
Locution, location, location. Oh, and

between his favorite Tele and one of his

being done by the Fender Museum of the

yrcdt musical performances too. That s

signature model Fender guitars. Then Taj

Arts Foundation. Foundation Executive

t lie winning combination for the annual

took the stage, fired up his sizable group

Director John Page was on hand to take

IciKlcr Catalina Island Blues Festival,

and raised the crowd's energy level even

bids on Regina del Mare III, a finely-

\\hich took place in May and featured

higher. Taj pulled songs from throughout
his lengthy career, playing a Guild

Grafted Custom Shop Stratocaster being

some of the biggest names in blues.
C ;italina. 26 miles across the blue Pacific

Manhattan on a couple of selections.

lessons available through the Foundation.

I rom Southern California, again provided

But the party at Descanso Beach was

;i maenificent haven for one of the most

only a warm-up for Saturday night. That's

auctioned to support the free music

After the break, headliner Kenny
Wayne Shepherd took the stage with a

important and popular blues gatherings in

vengeance, tearing into the instrumental

the nation.

jam "Trouble Is ..." Later, during a blus-

The three-day event was headlined

tery rendition of Kenny's own "Shame,

i Ins year by blues wunderkind Kenny

Shame, Shame," the young guitarist took

\V;i\ ne Shepherd. Featured guests includ-

off again on an extensive solo that

cd the consistently entertaining Taj

touched on Stevie Ray Vaughan's fret-

Mahal: six-string virtuoso Robben Ford;

work in "Texas Flood." Kenny closed

Delta blues legend Robert Lockwood, Jr.;

with his trademark instrumental "While

acoustic blues maven John Hammond;

We Cry" before returning to offer a fren-

and Austinite Doyle Bramhall II.
Boatloads of blues fans kicked off the

zied encore reading of "Voodoo Chile,"

weekend under azure skies and swaying

Monterey Strat.

played on a Fender Jimi Hendrix

palms with a pair of jumpin' free perfor-

Diehard blues fans aren't known for

mances. Chicago's Roger Connelly & The

passing up historic performances so,

Blues Merchants cut loose early Friday

despite Saturday night's unbridled revel-

.illernoon with an emphatic line-up of

ry, Sunday afternoon found a large and

blues standards. Later that evening, the

enthusiastic throng filing into the Avalon

sloried Catalina Country Club boogied to
ihe sounds of Phoenix-based Big Nick &
The Gila Monsters (featuring Fender's

Theater for the event known as Guild
Unplugged. They came to witness inti-

own Mike Lewis, Vice President of

mate solo acoustic sets by fingerpicking
stylist John Hammond and Delta blues

Filectric Guitars).

legend Robert Lockwood, Jr.

After the country club gig the party

Hammond switched frequently

moved to the numerous live music venues

between sue- and twelve-string Guilds and

lining the waterfront on Avalon's main

his trusty Dobro while simultaneously
banking on a blues harp and weaving his

drag. One of the highlights of the Friday
night "Blues Crawl" was a gig featuring

engaging, bawdy tales. Lockwood, at 84

Fender's youngest endorser, 14-year-old

the senior performer on this year's festi-

Eric Friedman. The neophyte musician

when the famous Avalon Casino

wowed a packed house with both his
luisky singing and his formidable guitar

Ballroom, a favorite haunt of famous big

stepfather, revered blues icon Robert

bands in the '30s and '40s, would rock to

Johnson. In the 60 years since, however,

talents.

val, learned some of his first licks from his

the sounds of Doyle Bramhall II and

Lockwood's playing has evolved to

The festival got serious Saturday at

Kenny Wayne Shepherd. Bramhall's band

include intricate jazz progressions and

noon with a sellout crowd of 2,000 gather-

ran through an emotionally charged set of

ing on the grassy amphitheater overlook-

blues-tinged rockers that included new

ing beautiful Descanso Beach. On the bill

material and songs from his popular late-

1 or the afternoon party were Robben

'80s blues-rock group, Arc Angels.

melodies that take his music from the
Delta to the big city and back again.
The 1999 Fender Catalina Blues
Festival wrapped up at the swank

Ford and the great Taj Mahal. Ford

During the intermission that fol-

Country Club with an outstanding perfor-

opened, energizing everyone with his

lowed Bramhall's set, many festival atten-

mance by Los Angeles-based blues

expressive, jazz-inflected blues on tunes

dees admired a gorgeous display of
Fender and Guild Custom Shop creations
and became familiar with the great work

chanteuse Karen Lawrence and her

such as the funky "Busted Up" and
melodic "Tired of Talkin'," switching

group. Blue By Nature. Start making your
plans now for next year.

Shots from the Festival, from left: a capacity crowd gathered at Descanso Beach; Mike Lewis and Nick Samora of Big Nick and the Gila Monsters; Robben Ford plays (you guessed it) a Fender Robben
Ford; Robben signs autographs; Doyle Bramhall II on Saturday night; Noah Hunt and Kenny Wayne of the Kenny Wayne Shepherd Band headlined Saturday night at the Avalon Casino Ballroom.
FENDER W FRONTLINE
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NASHVILLE FRET WIZARD INTRODUCES NEW ALBUM AND LIMITED EDITION TRIBUTE TELE
arty Stuart is a little something of everything: musician,

meet Johnny Cash and Flatt & Scruggs. As it turned out, the only two

songwriter, actor, author, collector, historian, photographer,

steady jobs I've ever had were with Johnny Cash and Flatt & Scruggs."

businessman. You name it, he's done it, or is thinking about

While Stuart felt a deep love for and identificatioi.

doing it. He's come a long way from the small town of

with traditional country and bluegrass music, an experience

while touring with Lester Flatt in 1973 made an indelibk:
mark on the young musical prodigy and inspired the

Philadelphia, Mississippi, in more ways than one. But as

high as he has climbed on the ladder of stardom, Marty Stuart

unique brand of "hillbilly rock" that would eventual-

retains a definite sense of rootedness in the traditions of the

ly become his trademark.

rural South, traditions permanently embedded in the music

"We were playing in the midwest that

he loves and to which he has contributed so much over the

night," he says, "with Gram Parsons, Emmyloi

last three decades.

Harris and the Eagles. I saw all these fabulous

No matter what projects he might tackle, country

musicians mixing country with rock and it was;

and bluegrass music is his love and foundation.

kind of epiphany for me. Gram and I jammed back

From his childhood growing up in
Mississippi, collecting country

stage and I saw that country and rock could con-n.
from the same place. That one particular show changed

records, music was an ever-present

my life."

source of enjoyment for Stuart.

Marty's hillbilly roci-

"I think growing up there

vision emerged in the early

kind of gave me the basics of life,"
he says. "Mississippi was a very

'80s when he released hi:,

musical place. Jimmie Rodgers

first solo album, Busy Bee

came from 35 miles down the

Cafe, which included man,'
of his old friends—Cash,

road. Muddy Waters came

Earl Scruggs and Watson a'l

from 120 miles north, and

Elvis came from 150 miles

contributed to the album, hi

north. And there were peo-

1985, Stuart left Cash's band and

pie like Tammy Wynette.
The state was just full of

embarked

^^.^^

music."

As Stuart gravitated to
music, his instrumental talents
emerged rather quickly. At age 13, he
went out on the road with the bluegrass

full-time on his so So

legend Lester Flatt, playing rhythm

career. His self-titled release that ye,ir
yielded four minor hits, including his fii •:A

guitar and later mandolin. After Flatt's

death in 1979, Stuart played with fid-

significant hit in "Arlene."

dler Vasser Clements and acoustic gui-

Sporting the slick black mane of

tar great Doc Watson before joining

a '50s rocker and an unabashed ;y
Nashville wardrobe of Nudie suits,

another legend, Johnny Cash, for a

Stuart's image seemed a blossommg

six-year stint he considered a dream

of the vision of country music he

come true.

had had a decade eailier.

"When I
was a kid,"

Stylistically, Stuart's emerging

says Marty,

style fused honky-tonk with smg-

with his usual

ing rockabilly elements—v/ith

sense of

generous helpings of flasl:y,

humor, "the

often bluegrass-tinged f;'.;t-

only two

work—and helped shaped i he

dreams I

"New Country" that revitali- '^d

had

Nashville in the '80s.

While his early

were

efforts garnered him a gicat

to

deal of critical acclaim and a
handful of hits, the '80s
weren't always rosy for
Marty Stuart. A string of
incompatible producers
stramed his relation'.hip

0

Photos by Russ Ran i'.nton

"It hit me that
the odyssey of
country music

is like a huge
tapestry, with
everything tied
together- It's

The Fender
Custom Shop

Limited Edition
Marty Stuart
Tribute Tele®

about all
of human
»»

experience/

—Marty Stuart

with his record label, which subsequently

country memorabilia, Marty owns some of the

dropped him. Amid temporary personal and

most famous country-related Fender guitars in

professional setbacks, Stuart went back home to

existence. This summer, the Fender Custom

Mississippi where he returned to playing gospel
and bluegrass, music he still finds spiritually

Marty Stuart Tribute Telecaster.

rejuvenating.

Shop is proud to announce the release of a

Reflecting Marty's artistic leanings and

•'Playing bluegrass is like going back home

sense of style—he is an accomplished photogra-

for me," he says. "It's like my foundation.

pher and dabbles in painting—his Tribute
Telecaster is finished in a unique Brilliant
Stratosphere Sparkle color which he helped

Playing it always makes me feel better."

In 1989, Marty signed on with MCA
Nashville and released his Hillbilly Rock album,
perhaps the defining album of his work in the

develop, as well as an intricate inlay that
includes horseshoes and his initials. Marty drew

version of Cash's "Cry, Cry, Cry," Hillbilly Rock

features from his favorite collectible Teles (see
sidebar), most of which he used in the recording

was more than a comeback for Stuart, it was the

of his new release, The Pilgrim.

'80s. Featuring such hits as the title track and a

breakthrough he had been working on for so

The Pilgrim, released on MCA Nashville

many years, both for him personally and for his

in June, is a concept album—indeed, a unique

The Fender Custom Shop Limited Edition

vision of country music.

thing in country music—which Stuart describes

Marty Stuart Tribute Telecaster incorporates

in characteristically grand terms.

features of four of Marty Stuart's favorite

The early '90s brought Stuart hit after
hit—most notably his collaborations with Travis

"It hit me that the odyssey of country

historical Telecasters. The neck profile was

Tritt like "The Whiskey Ain't Workin'"—and in

music is like a huge tapestry," he says, "with

taken from a '55 Esquire once owned by

1993, one of Marty's most cherished dreams was

everything tied together. It's about all of human

realized when he became a member of The

experience."
According to Stuart, the album was

Mick Ronson. The checkerboard binding
and sparkle finish were inspired by Buck
Owens' original '63 gold sparkle Tele and

"It was truly another dream come true,"

inspired by the death of bluegrass king Bill

Don Rich's '67 silver sparkle Tele. The pick-

says Stuart. "I had grown up listening to the

Monroe and is based on the true story of a com-

ups and electronics were based on Clarence

Opry, and to be a part of it was a great honor."

plicated social triangle that ends in suicide. The

White's '54 Telecaster with original B-ben-

The '90s have seen Marty Stuart rise to the

concept's dark, outlaw elements are blended

der system.

pinnacle of success, both as a musician and as a

deftly with an overarching sense of redemption,

These classic player features, combined

member of the country music community.

as evidenced on the first singles "Red, Red

Stuart has been nominated for eight Grammy

Wine and Cheatin' Songs" and "The Greatest

with an intricate inlay, a unique Brilliant
Stratosphere Sparkle finish and a custom

awards and has won three. As the current

Love of All Time."

Grand Ole Opry.

strap—made specially for Fender by the

President of the Country Music Foundation,

Guest stars on The Pilgrim include, again,

Edward H. Bohlin Company, saddle-mak-

Marty works tirelessly to preserve the legacy of

many of his old friends: Johnny Cash, Earl

ers—exemplify Marty's personal apprecia-

country music that is represented in such

Scruggs, Emmylou Harris and legendary coun-

tion for tradition, originality and style.

Nashville institutions as the Country Music Hall
of Fame and the Grand Ole Opry.

try songstress (and Marty's wife) Connie Smith.

Specifications include a two-piece

For all his down-to-earth humility and his

swamp ash body and one-piece maple neck
based on a '55 Esquire. All hardware is nick-

One of my ongoing causes," says Stuart,

reverence for traditional country forms, and for

^is to bring the Grand Ole Opry into the 21st

all his success and accomplishments, The

el-plated, with brass saddles, and a moto

Century."

Pilgrim is perhaps the country music event of

pickguard as used on mid-'60s Fender gui-

Throughout his career, Stuart has been a

the summer and provides a key to the real

tars. The pickups are Fender "Broadcaster"

devotee of the Fender Telecaster, and perhaps

genius of Marty Stuart—he is not stuck in the

pickups wound to exacting specs with a mid-

stands as one of the premier practitioners of

past; he has continued to try new things and to

'60s wiring configuration.

;. As a serious collector of guitars and

dare to pursue visions of his own.
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World and you will receive-free-A CD
starring the late, great, Stevie Ray
< ^s,. Vaughan. The CD features highlights of
genuine guitar lessons taught by the
legendary SRV himself, plus a fascinating interview with the late Texan!
Recorded at sessions held from 1986 to

1989 by Guitar World senior editor Andy

To start your subscription and recieve this ultra cool SRV CD, simply print your name and address
on this form and mail to: Guitar World SRV CD Offer, 1115 Broadway, New York, NY 10010

-lYES! Start (renew) my subscription to Guitar World and
send me 12 monthly issues for $24.94 plus the free SRV CD.

Aledort, the lessons capture the actual voice and guitar of
Stevie Ray as he plays and describes the riffs and rhythms of
some of his greatest songs. Plus, the CD features an incredible
track from the brand new Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double
Trouble release, "The Real Deal: Greatest Hits Vol. 2," from
Epic/Legacy Records. The set includes classic cuts, fan

NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY.

STATE

ZIP.

favorites plus rarities and is in stores now! Finally, this exclusive package includes a complete transcription to all the
instructional material featured in the lesson. This CD will be a
collector's item for years to come. Just as important, this stunning document is yours free when you subscribe to Guitar World!

"•c^lCt^

Q PAYMENT ENCLOSED ($24.94) [_] VISA Q MASTER CARD

CARD # _ EXP. DATE
PHONE _ SIGNATURE.
Basic subscription price is $29.94 (12 issues). Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for the first issue. Add 30% Canada and 100% Foreign.
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A Selection of Recent Releases from Fender Artists

Sponge

Fountains of Wayne
Here it is—another delicious slice of quirky, poetic

Since the 1960s, the Midwest has always been a bas-

guitar pop from Chris Collingwood and company.
Utopia Parkway (Atlantic), Fountains of Wayne's

tion of guitar-heavy rock. The third release from

new CD, conjures up with precision and irony the

takes a heavy sonic blast and adds a fresh alternative

Detroit's Sponge, New Pop Sunday (Beyond Music),

lives of average white suburban youths across

twist. This record has many strong points, including

America. From the plight of the hapless hero in "Red Dragon Tattoo" who

the lead-off track "My Lackluster Love," and the catchy "Live Here

nets tattooed to try to win a cool girl—"Will you stop pretending I've never

Without You," sounds ready-made for heavy radio play. In short, New Pop

been bom/Now I look a little more like that guy from KorN"—to the lines

Sunday is a power-pop delight, with catchy lyrics and Fender-powered gui-

from "Laser Show"—"We're gonna sit back, relax, watch the stars/James

tar hooks throughout. One final point: make sure to catch Sponge live in

and Jason, Kirk and Lars"—these songs ring true. www.atlantic-records.com

your area, 'cause these songs should kill live! www.sponge-online.com

Jimi Hendrix

Anthony Gomes Band

On December 31, 1969, and January 1, 1970, Jimi
Hendrix's Band Of Gypsys performed a set of leg-

Proving himself more than just a student of the blues,

Chicago-based Anthony Games rips it up with depth

endary concerts at New York City's Fillmore East.

and authority on his debut release, Blues In

Those two nights, as the '60s came to a close and the

Technicolor (Urban Electric). Originally from
Toronto, Games moved south to Chicago in 1996 with

'70s were born, Hendrix, bassist Billy Cox and druminer Buddy Miles tore the roof off the place, as evidenced in the power-

a dream of making an impact on the city's blues scene. After a stint with

I'ul new release, Li e at the Fillmore East (Experience Hendrix/MCA).

Magic Slim, Games got AGB together and has been soothing the souls of

Like the many recent Hendrix re-releases, this set polishes off previously

blues fans ever since. On the title track, Games coaxes an alternating mix-

released tracks and adds a bevy of lost gems, and the sound quality here

ture of warm sustain and spiky flourishes from his Tele. On slow-jam blues

is exceptional. Contains classic live versions of "Stop," "Hear My Train

such as "Love's Got the Power," Games' vocals and playing smolder with

A-Comin,'" "Voodoo Child" and "Stone Free." www.jimi-hendrix.com

pure blue emotion. Blues fans take note. www.anUwnygomes.com

Stretch Princess

GregKoch

The self-titled debut from Stretch Princess bubbles

With Defenestrator, guitarist extraordinaire and

with melodic, guitar-driven tracks basted sweetly in

Fender clinician Greg Koch has dropped another

vocalist/bassist Jo Lloyd's world-weary yet passion-

platter of soulful suc-string pyrotechnics on the heads

ate voice. On track after track. Stretch Princess

of a grateful audience. On these 11 mostly instrumen-

(Wind-Up) displays a savvy and seasoned approach

tal tracks, Greg ranges across many genres and styles,

to songwriting. From "Lost on Me" with its Cranberries-flavored lament

giving a distinct tone nod to Jeff Beck in many places, including the title

to ••Oooh!" with its Veruca Salt-ed tang, Stretch Princess seems more than

track. On other tracks, like "Fall From Grace," Koch demonstrates con-

just familiar with the late-'90s recipe for female-fronted guitar-pop. The

ativity, originality and punch. Don't be surprised if this brilliant album

siderable rock-pop songwriting skill, crafting hummable tunes spiced with
electrifying solo breaks. Though you may not hear this baby plastered all
over the FM radio, lovers of guitar should look and listen for Greg and his
band on the road (or at one of his numerous clinics) and dig one of the

only sets the table for bigger things to come. www.stretchprincess.com

finest players in the country. wiww.bluescds.com

catch here, though, is that they don't stick to that recipe. Like any chef
worth his or her saucepan, Stretch Princess infuses the formula with cre-

Swing West! Comp'\\at\on Captures an Era
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byRonKronewitter

From the late '40s through the late

Swing West! is divided into three volumes titled "Bakersfield,"

'60s, Bakersfield, California, was a

"Guitar Slingers" and "Western Swing." The songs in this unique set

hotbed for Country and Western

range from Western Swing and Country classics to campy, corny hill-

Swing music. Not too far from the

billy jams to incendiary guitar tracks. Each of the three volumes has

Swing scene—in Fullerton—Fender

gems to offer guitarists, especially Fender fans. Fender artists abound

Electric Instruments, a new manufac-

on these tracks, including early endorsers Jimmy Bryant and steel gui-

turer of guitars and amplifiers, was

tar stuntman Speedy West; Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys (who had

using the lively Western Swing scene

an unwritten "Fender Only" rule for the band); and early recordings

as a testing ground for its new gear

from present-day Fender artists like Merle Haggard and James Burton.

and building relationships with many of the hottest guitar players m the
land. The new CD compilation titled Swing West! from Razor and Tie

board excess predates rock'n'roU, and disc three is full-tilt, swingin'

Records documents a wide sampling of the great music recorded during

indulgence. All m aU, these three discs are a thoroughly enjoyable and

this time. Most of this music was recorded using Leo Fender's radical

educational experience, highly recommended for anyone interested in

new designs in solidbody electric guitars and amplifiers. Fender guitars,

early Western Swmg, Country or the early recorded history of Fender

especially Telecasters, and Western Swing have been Imked ever since.

amplifiers, guitars, artists and endorsers. www.razorandtie.com

0

The entire second disc is a guitarist's dream, proving that fret-

Artist Action
Fuel

Indigenous

Hailing from the unlikely rock hotspot of

JhingsWeDo (Pachyderm)

Consisting of
two brothers, a

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Fuel has

worked their way into the limelight

From Mato Nanji's

through relentless touring and a penchant

incendiary Strat riffing

cousin, Indige-

for intense live shows. This young quartet

to the rhythm section's

nous is a family

hit the big time last year with their first
full-length release, Sunbum, which fea-

tured brilliantly crafted heavy tunes like

fdigehous

T'J I-

the hit "Shimmer."

sister and a

obvious gift for the

affair. Growing

groove, Indigenous'

up on South

Thmgs We Do is a slice

Dakota's Yank-

of pure blues heaven.

ton Indian Re-

According to Brett ScaUions, gui-

The potential shown here is tremen-

servation, the

tarist and lead vocaUst, one of the main

dous—these musicians are pretty young,

four members of

keys to the band's success has been its seri-

after all—but tunes Uke "Holdin' Out"

Indigenous were

ous work ethic. "We tend to think of our-

and "Now That You're Gone" focus the

home-schooled

selves as workaholics," he explains. "From

listener on the present. Indigenous has

in the three R's

the time we wake up to the time we go to

arrived. Throw Mato Nanji's name on the

bed, it's all about making ourselves the

blues guitar altar, now!

and their

Mato Nanji of Indigenous

best we can be and having fun with it."

laden record

Favoring Telecasters, ScaUions' cur-

collection.

Their father Greg Zephier had
played in the Vanishing Americans in the

rent ax is an American Vintage '52 Tele in
metallic copper. Though Fuel's music is
hard, Scallions

'60s and '70s, and while still pre-teens, the

Sunbum (Sony 550)

believes the

father's blues-

Indigenous clan discovered their father's

Tele's twang fits

band equipment in the basement. Each sib-

right in. "In

Falling stylistically

'Bittersweet,'

somewhere between

"Our Dad showed us the basics," says

I'm doing a lot

Alice In Chains and

drummer Wanbdi, "but from then on, he

of the solo stuff

Matchbox 20, Fuel's

made us work everything out ourselves.

Sunburn mixes the

We got together m a room and played, and

best of the two

songs happened."

•es^.&

and bending.
That thin, sin-

ling chose an instrument and got to work.

gle-coil mid-

extremes and has in

Smce then, there's been no stopping

range sound

the process breathed a bit of fresh air

the young Nakota players. "It's hard for us

really fits."

into modern rock radio with heavy, soul-

not to play," says bassist Pte, "we just love

Look for a

ful tunes like "Bittersweet" and

domg it so much." Over the last two years,

new release

"Shimmer." Unlike many of their peers

Indigenous has played over 300 gigs and

from Scallions
and Fuel late
this year. Brett Scallions of Fuel

these days, Fuel has managed to put

earned many followers and fans, including

together a solid slab of tunes on this

Bonnie Raitt and Jackson Browne. Don't

release—no filler here.

miss them when they come to your town.

Reggie Hamilton Bellylove

The Black Crowes

Bass ace and long-time Fender artist Reggie

After recently performing their tune "Back to

Touring with the Robinson brothers on their tri-

Hamilton jams onstage in Italy with the ever-

Freedom" on a recent episode of TV'S Buffy the

umphant return to the road this spring and sum-

popular French art-

Vampire Slayer,

mer. Fender artist and

ist Johnny Hallyday.

Bellylove's duo of

Black Crowes bassist

Here, Reggie works

Toni Valenta (left)

Sven Pipien holds

the pocket on an

and Lisa Black are

down the bottom end

American Deluxe

gathering a grass-

with his Relic '60s Jazz

Jazz Bass V.

roots following of

Bass and an American

Hallyday's recent

fans. Both are

Vintage '62 Jazz Bass.

concerts throughout

Fender artists and

Europe are featured

make extensive

Often hailed by music
critics as the last of the

in the rockumentary

use of Fender

good-time, straight-up

film Johnny: Les
Coulisses du Stade
["Johnny: The Stadium Tour"] released by

acoustics and the

rock'n'roll bands. The

Acoustasonic Jr.

Black Crowes filled

amp on their new CD, Xipe Totec, available at

venues across the country this year, proving the

Road Movies/Polygram Video.

www.bellylove.com.

old adage that if you rock, they will come.

o

Aston Barrett Counting Crows
With a discography that does nothing less

Across A Wire (Geffen)

than trace the history of Jamaican music,
the legendary reggae bassist Aston

For those who just

••Familyman" Barrett is still laying down

can't wait for Adam

infectious rasta grooves. A Jazz Bass

Duritz and company

devotee for many years (he now plays an

to release their next

American Deluxe Jazz Bass), Barrett's

platter of tunes,

specific accomplishments range from Lee

Geffen brings you

"Scratch" Perry's recordings in the '60s to

Across A Wire, a col-

his long stint with Bob Marley as one of

lection of tracks that represents every-

the Wallers in '70s to countless reggae,

thing that is lyrical, haunting and brilliant

dub and world beat projects today. The

about Counting Crows. Recorded live

quintessential reggae bassist, the

for VH1, this CD follows the lines of the

Familyman was there at the beginning
and it's his playing that set (and remains)

best "unplugged" shows in that the songs

the standard for the genre. "I key my bass

effect; includes all the hits, of course.

Dan Vickrey of Counting Crows

are all slightly reworked to interesting
With thoughtful, evocative and often

playing to who I'm backmg," he says. "I

dark hits like "Mr. Jones" and "A Long

make sure they are flowing, that the

December," Counting Crows stand as

music is swinging its way around them,

one of the best and most enduring bands

and they float vocally on top of that."

to come out of the early '90s "modem

FamilymaninDub (Heart Beat)

rock" explosion.

While they have just released the
Aston Barrett's new

double live CD, Across A Wire, Crows

CD, Familyman In

fan are eagerly awaiting the band's third

Dub, is an excellent

studio album, which is due out early next

primer in Jamaican

year. The new album is currently in the

instrumental "dub"

mixing process with producers Dennis

music. From "Rebel

Herring and David Lowery (of Cracker).

am I" to "Familyman

Accentuating Adam Duritz's emo-

Skank," the various textures of dub are

tive vocals, guitarist Dan Vickrey used a

represented with class and imagination.

variety of Fender guitars and amps on the

For more classic reggae, check out

new album. In the photo above, he relax-

Barrett's recent Cobra Style release

which features 19 of the Familyman's

es in the studio with his gear.
Counting Crows will play at

productions recorded with a who's who

Woodstock '99: The 30th Anniversary, to

list of elite reggae musicians.

be held at Griffis Park in Rome, New
York, July 23-25.

Aston Barrett during the Wallers era

Terri dark

Blink-182

Robert Cray

Canadian country chanteuse and Fender artist

It seems like only yesterday that Fender signa-

Fun, energetic and lighthearted, San Diego-

Tei-ri dark is ridmg high on last year's release of

ture artist Robert Gray was a brash and fiery

based Blink-182 has emerged as one of the most

her third album,
How I Feel
(Mercury). Since

young blues-

popular punk

slinger. Cray's

rock bands in

work over the

America. Here,

the album's re-

bassist Mark

her band have

last 15 years has
truly lifted him
into the blues

performed across

elite. Here, Gray

Tom Delonge

North America,

presents a Fen-

publicly expose

most notably on

der Stratocaster

their Fender gui-

the successful

to the winner at

tars. Blink-182

Reba McEntire/
Ricky Skaggs tour

the charity event

has been racing

"Through Riley's

around America

at the end of '98. Here, Terri thriUs a NashviUe

Eyes," held in Los Angeles to benefit a musi-

on the Warped Tour this summer in support of

crowd with her American Standard Stratocaster.

cian with Lou Gehrig's disease.

their latest release, Enema of the State (MCA).

lease, Terri and

o

Hoppus (left)
and guitarist

News on Fender Artists from Around the World

Big Joe Louis
Memphis blues legend Big Joe Louis is touring Europe this summer, playing festivals
with his Memphis Blues Caravan band and
his original 1963 Jazz Bass. Joe has played
with many giants of the blues world, including
BB King, Little Walter and Little Milton,
among others.

Yngwie Malmsteen
Fender Europe presented Yngwie Mahnsteen at this year's Music Messe in Frankfurt,
Germany. Yngwie played a killer show—
proving shred is by no means dead—using his
signature Stratocaster, Fender Roe Pro amps
and Fender Super Bullet strings. More than
2,000 Yngwie fans turned out.

The Corrs
Having just returned from touring the US
with the Rolling Stones, guitarists Jim Corr
and Anthony Drennan of The Corrs mug

with their Fender gear onstage in Brighton,
England. The Corrs have made a huge impact
on Europe and are beginning to seduce
America with their Irish-flavored rock.

Chris Rea
Respected player and songwriter Chris Rea
visits the Fender display at the Music Messe
in Frankfurt, Germany. Rea's long and fruitful career of carefully Grafted, blues-inflected
tunes has garnered him a permanent place in
the hearts of many fans and the European
release of a signature Stratocaster.

Spain
Ramsey Ferrero

Elisa Bertolini

Spanish guitarist

Italian pop rocker Elisa Bertolini and

and vocalist Ram-

her Squier Strat. Elisa's debut release,

sey Ferrero poses

Get Off, is a brilliant collection of

with her American

contemporary music that is taking

Standard Telecaster.

Italy by storm.

Ramsey's most cur-

Dodi Battaglia

rent release, Meb-o

Hasta Luna (Epic

Italian guitarist Dodi Battaglia poses

Records), features

with his European-released signature

soulful guitar pop in
the vem of Sheryl
Crow or Meredith

Strat. Through his 25-year career with
his band Pooh, Dodi has been a guitar
hero to a generation of Italian players.

Brooks.
Photo by Julio Moya
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Fender Rocks the Slopes

by Keith Brawley

FENDER SPONSORS UNVAILED ?99: THE ULTIMATE BAND & BOARD EVENT
On Saturday, March 27, snowboarders

party started. Jamaal Jones and his

Meanwhile, the Fender Roadhouse

[rom across the country made their annu-

Fender Active Jazz Bass held down the

was busy all day as spectators checked out

al pilgrimage deep into the Rocky

bottom while guitarist Rob Hornfeck
wielded a Fender Custom Shop Strat with

the latest Fender guitars. Some players

Mountains to Un Vailed '99, the Ultimate
Board Event. In the crystalline heights of

flamed maple neck and a built-in Roland

which are deceptively loud for their size.

Vail. Colorado, boarder culture broke

GR pickup. Brother Charlie Hornfeck

Despite periodic snow squalls throughout

loose, erupting with style both in and out

used a Strat on a few numbers, but Rob's

the day, veteran and new players alike

i>t the halfpipe in celebration of the eter-

big phat GR guitar sound kicked butt on

took shots at bringing down a tone-

every tune. While drummer Dave Pre vi

induced avalanche. The Cyclone, Toro-

For the second year in a row. Fender

was tight and in the pocket, the rest of the

nado and American Deluxe Strat got the

was a proud sponsor of this premiere event

band was rockin' with Sunn Model T gui-

most play and were rarely out of action. A

for snowboarders, guitarists and fans of

tar amplifiers and a Sunn 1200S Bass rig.

prototype Fender/K2 board hung in front

n a I quest for big air and a good time.

both. From the crowd gathered around the

of the Roadhouse and got many longing

Fender Roadhouse mobile exhibit to the

stares.

athletes competing for the $25,000 purse—

When the results of the competition

including new Fender guitars and amps—

were tallied, U.S. Olympian Barrett

there was electricity all over the mountain.

Christy of Vail, Colorado took home the

The men and women competing bust-

title of Women's Halfpipe Champion.

ecl spectacular moves all day in a fierce

Already a guitar player, Christy had won

competition that showcased athletic ability

the Overall Women's Championship at

and some of the world's finest boarding
technique. The women ran first, the men

Un Vailed in 1998 and won a Fender Big
Apple Stratocaster and Hot Rod DeVille

followed and the mountain proved itself an

amp. Fender's Bob Heinrich presented

equal opportunity challenge. The men vied

Christy her new suc-string prize, comment-

for a sunburst Fender Toronado guitar and

ing that Barrett was building her Fender

a Fender Hot Rod Deluxe amplifier; and

collection the hard way ... one champi-

the women for a new candy-apple-red

onship at a time.

Fender Cyclone and the same amplifier.

Greg Goulet from Boise, Idaho, took

Snowb carding is a unique cultural

home the Men's Halfpipe Championship,

blend of youth, extreme sports and rock-

the double-humbucker Fender Toronado

'n'roll, and many snowboarders are play-

electric guitar and the Hot Rod Deluxe

ers. Just before her run, one of the athletes turned to her friend and said, "I

TL^ IJltimkBArtci &/Bo^ Ev^rtt

don't care about the cash ... I have to win

amplifier. He said he got into snowboard-

ing because it looked like it would feel
like surfing. Since there's no ocean in

Idaho, he decided to try it. Obviously, it

that Fender guitar."
Gravity-defying moves from each

As the boarders continued their

boarder raised the bar as the competition

assault on the Big Air jump, Babyfat laid

All Goulet (no relation to Greg) cap-

heated up in the afternoon.When the men

down a steady soundtrack to the party.

tured the Overall Men's Championship
for the third year in a row. Although Greg

agrees with him.

finished their second run in the pipe, the

Spectators were dancing in the snow,

snow settled and the points were totaled.

playing with Fender Cyclone frisbees and

edged him on the halfpipe, Ali came back

But the competition was far from over.

grooving to the music as the boarders

with a strong performance in the Big Air

flew, twisted, flipped and crashed.

Competition to take the Overall title and
the purse. Hailing from Salt Lake City,
Utah, All won a Fender Big Apple Strat
and a Hot Rod DeVille in 1998.

During this break in the regular competition, the boarders joined the crowd to

The guitar-playing boarders and

migrate downhill to the Big Air competi-

spectators at Un Vailed were amazed that

tion. While D.C.-based funk rockers

the band could still rock at frigid temper-

Babyfat set the crowd hopping, sunshine

atures. By the end of the Big Air compe-

All the incredible athletes, the peo-

and heavy snow traded off all day as the

tition, the crowd was divided between

pie at Eclipse IV and Sports Marketing

backdrop for boarders who flipped, spun,

those who were dying to try the jump and
those who wouldn't dare to fly that high

made Un Vailed '99 an incredibly success-

Babyfat, the winner of the Sam

without an airline ticket. Whichever

ful and fun event. Watch the Promotions

Goody Best Unsigned Band contest at
UnVailed last year, braved wind, snow

group you fell into, you couldn't help
admiring the athletic skill and sheer guts

www.fender.com for more events coining

and electrocution to get the downslope

it takes to compete on that level.

soon.

slid and flew through the halfpipe.

I

plugged into battery-powered Amp Cans,

and the musicians around the Roadhouse

section of the Fender web site at

UnValled '99, from Left to Right: The crowd mills around the picturesque Alpine setting; a boarder braves the halfpipe; DC-based funk rockers Babyfat rock the crowd; players check out Fender
(Mr at the Roadhouse mobile exhibit; '99 Overall Men's Champion Ali Goulet; Fender's Bob Heinrich presents a Fender Cyclone to Barrett Christy, Women's Halfpipe Champicn.
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Guitar Thrives in the Schools i,,. .„.„..„„.
S VEGAS MIDDLE SCHOOL'S GUITAR EDUCATION PROGRAM A MODEL FOR THE FUTURE
Recently, questions about America's school sys-

just under three years, the program begun at

pieces of classical, folk and popular music in a

lcms have been raised repeatedly in the media.

Becker has expanded into several other Clark

setting that differs very little from the tradition-

We've heard analyses from nearly as many

County schools.

al classroom music model. Children arranged in

angles as there are journalists, and plenty of

"I'm almost to the point now," says Morris,

sections read from music on music stands and

blame has been laid: schools are too big; securi-

"that I have to turn kids away from the program

follow the direction of the teacher at the front

ty is too lax; children are tainted by violent

at my school. I teach 40 kids at a time in some

of the classroom. They learn the same reading

movies and video games, questionable web sites

skills as children in the band or orchestra. They

and even—to his dismay—Marilyn Manson.

even perform holiday and year-end concerts
alongside the band and orchestra.

The media's consistently negative focus
has led many to wonder where the good kids

But the program at Becker brings many

are. And where are the good teachers? Though

contemporary elements into the educational

understandable, the recent public debate on

experience of these young guitarists. Himself a

schools misses the fact that they're out there—

life-long devotee of guitar culture, Morris

all across the nation, countless educators in

blends his academic subject matter with lectures

public schools are making positive impacts on

and information on contemporary guitar mas-

the lives of countless children at countless

ters. All of the classroom guitars, for example,

schools, day in and day out.

are named after a famous guitar player and

At Becker Middle School in Las Vegas,
Nevada, children in grades six through eight

their names are written on the cases—from

participate in a pioneering guitar education pro-

Willie Nelson to Bonnie Raitt, Jimmy Page to

gram which brings the benefits of structured

Muddy Waters.

Christopher Parkening to Wes Montgomery,

music education to children who, by their own

"What I like to do with those names is play

admission, would not otherwise participate in

the kids their music," explains Morris. "The

school music programs.

thing about kids these days is that they don't

Becker's pilot guitar program, to which

know guitar players. I ask, 'Who's your favorite

Fender lends support, was established by Bob

guitar player?' 'Nirvana,' they'll say, or
'Metallica.' They don't know the guys that play

Morris, who serves as the Chair of the Guitar

Task Force for the dark County [Las Vegas]
School District. A professional guitarist since

Bob Morris, guitar teacher at Becker Middle School, Las Vegas.

in Metallica. So I try to make sure to introduce

them as individuals and play the kids their

age 16, Morris toured the Southwest throughout

classes. Out of the 6 classes I teach, four of them

music. I have them listen to Clapton, Jeff Beck,

much of the '80s in various rock bands before

are that big. Since I started that initial class

Jimi Hendrix and all the old guys as well as the

attending the GAMA/NAMM/MENC Teach-

three years ago, we have almost 20 schools in

new people."

ing Guitar program, which educates music
teachers in classroom guitar, and going on to

my district alone that will be teaching guitar in
the 1999-2000 school year. It's really kind of

photos of famous guitars and famous guitarists.

eventually head the guitar program at Becker.

swept the district."

His is perhaps the only classroom in America

Morris' classroom walls are adorned with

Since its inception in 1996, the Becker pro-

Morns' approach to educating kids in

gram has educated over 900 young guitarists.

music and the guitar is a unique blend of the tra-

and Head from Korn. ("I will defend that

The potential popularity of the guitar in schools

ditional and the contemporary. The students in

against anybody," he says. "Those guys aren't

across the nation is attested to by the fact that in

the program learn and perform orchestrated

hurting anything.")

where the teacher has put up a poster of Munky

Fender Sponsors Music Education at the College Level
Musicians Institute (GIT/BIT)

Fender Musical Instruments has had a long and

distinguished history of supporting music education programs in public and private schools
in the United States. From the middle school to

Fender and Musicians Institute of Hollywood,
California—which includes the Guitar Institute
of Technology and the Bass Institute of
Technology—have just begun a relationship in
which Fender has agreed to be the official
Guitar and Amplifier of the Institute's teaching
facilities, supplying its more than 500 students

the college level. Fender's commitment to education enhances the experience of countless
musical students nationwide. Five major postsecondary education programs supported by
Fender include those at Arizona State

with top-quality instruments.

University, The University of North Texas,

Long known as a breeding ground for hot-

Berklee College of Music, Musicians Institute

(GIT/BIT) and Duquesne University.

shot guitarists, M.I. alumni include John
Students at Musicians Institute benefit from the Fender

Frusciante of the Red Hot Chili Peppers,

educational amp loan program.

Jennifer Batten, Keb' Mo and many others.

Arizona State University
support has meant the difference between stayFender supports ASU's Jazz Guitar Studies
Program with equipment and scholarship assis-

ing in school and dropping out for at least one
talented student. "It [the scholarship] may not

tance. The loan of several Fender Twin Reverb

have been a lot of money to some," says

amps and a Bass amp has expanded practice

Program Director Chris Champion, "but it was

capability for students, and Fender scholarship

a small fortune for him."

Additionally, the biggest names in the business
regularly participate in M.I. seminars.

The University of North Texas
Before its Guitar Program began in 1978, there
were guitarists attending the University of

Immediate Left, kids gathered to jam at the Roadhouse. Above,

Above, students at Becker Middle School complete their "Fender
history" assignment. Immediate Right, a female student jams at

Morns' class performs several numbers for the Roadhouse

the Roadhouse mobile exhibit.

staff, including "Low Rider" and "Secret Agent Man."

Because the main emphasis of Morns'
clciss remains the teaching of music fundamen-

more than it takes away from the traditional

bought his first guitar—turned the Roadhouse

music programs."

visit into an enjoyable mix of education and fun

i.i Is. his integration of rock music and popular

Morris cites the particular benefit of the

for the kids in his classes. All day, including

ciiliui -c encounters little resistance from parents

guitar class to several Special Education students

lunch breaks, the boys and girls from the guitar

\\ hose children want to learn the guitar.

who, though they have had difficulties with read-

program streamed out to the Roadhouse. After

ing and math, have taken readily to guitar.

completing the required assignment of jotting

"The first thing people think about—especi ci I ly the kids—is what they see on MTV and
\ '1-11." says Morris. "That's the impression they
lici\c uf guitar. But they come to understand
\\ilhin the first couple of weeks of school that
this is not going to be a jam-out class; this is a
serious music class where we're going to learn
tuniJumemals of music across the board. So it
ic;illy has been a great success with the parents
cis well as the kids. It's everything they hoped it
would be and more."

Perhaps more surprisingly, Morns' guitar
pioyram meets little resistance from the traditiunal band and orchestra programs at Becker
Middle School.

down several Fender facts from the

"I think the guitar program gives kids a life-long
music skill. By the time
they get through my program in the 8th grade,
they can hold their own
with anybody."
—Bob Morris

"In my particular school," explains Morris,

Roadhouse's historical display, the kids were
free to sample the Roadho use's wide selection
of Fender guitars, basses and amps.
Stacy Davis, a 7th grader in Morris' program, was ecstatic to play an electric guitar for
the first time. Now in her second year learning
guitar, she's got quite a reperton e under her belt
and can probably read better than many players
out on the club circuit.
"I like learning the guitar just because it's
really fun," she says. "I like playing 'Stairway to
Heaven.' That's a good song. And 1 like 'Dust in
the Wind.' I have a classical now, but I want to
get an electric guitar!"

"I happen to be very fortunate in the fact that

The enthusiasm these young people have

At the Roadhouse, Morris' students

we music teachers are not really intimidated by

for guitar was never more evident than on April

showed off wide-ranging personal repertoires,

each other. The band program has over 300

from three young guys ripping out Ozzy's

as a full-time drama person. In our school, 80 to

21 (incidentally, the day after the Columbine
tragedy), when the Fender Roadhouse mobile
exhibit paid a day-long visit to Bob Morris and
the kids at Becker Middle School. It was a show

90 percent of the kids are taking some kind of

of support on Fender's part for the contribution

Watching kids expressing themselves in

arts class. My class may not be such a tradition-

that Morris and his school are making to the

such a positive way, it's obvious that such pro-

al class, but we play everything from classical

cause of guitar education.

kids: the orchestra has over 300; the choir is full.
We also have a full-time dance teacher as well

right up to rock'n'roll tunes. I think it just adds

Morris—himself a Fender player since he

North Texas (Herb EUis being the most well-

"Crazy Train" on two guitars and a bass to a

young girl deftly picking her way through the
bluegrass classic "Arkansas Traveller."

grams stand as shining examples of a future
worth living in and working toward.

to Berklee's Summer Guitar Sessions.

known), but there was no formal instruction
given on the instrument. Now, there are approx-

Duquesne University

imately 70 guitarists each year in the guitar pro-

Fender's 10-year support to Duquesne

gram at North Texas. In 1997, Fender provided

University's (Pittsburgh, PA) guitar program

the use of the Hot Rod series of amplifiers as

has been mstrumental in Duquesne's rise to one

an educational loan. According to the instruc-

of the premiere guitar and music technology

tors at North Texas, the amps sound great and

programs in the country, with 40 jazz/contempo-

have worked long hours with no problems.

rary guitar majors and 45 music technology/
sound recording majors. Faculty members and

Berklee College of Music
Berklee (Boston, MA) is one of the world's
largest independent music colleges and a premiere institution for the study of contemporary

their students have the opportunity to experiFender CEO Bill Schultz at the Dedication of the Fender
Electronic Studio at Duquesne University.

ence the high-quality prof range of Fender
equipment in the classroom and concert hall.
Duquesne also features a unique Fender

music. Alumni include Quincy Jones, Melissa

in 1991. Since then, thousands of students have

Electronic Studio, where guitar ensembles, elec-

Etheridge, Paula Cole, Steve Vai, Bill Frisell,

had the opportunity to practice and perform on

tronic keyboard and guitar synthesizer ensem-

Al DiMeola and Mike Stern. The CoUege's

state-of-the-art amplifiers, thanks to the Fender

bles rehearse, record and perform with the lat-

3.000 students—1,000 are guitarists—interact in

amplifier loan program. From the sounds in the

est Fender amp. Fender's also helps Duquesne's

an environment designed to expose them to all

jazz classes to the Jimi Hendrk and Jeff Beck

guitar and electronic music department to pro-

tlie opportunities and challenges presented by a

labs to the country guitar lab—Fender amps do

vide 10 years of scholarships and clmicians to

career in the contemporary music mdustry. The

it all. Additionally, hundreds of students have

Duquesne's annual summer guitar and electric

partnership between Berklee and Fender began

benefitted from Fender's scholarship donations

bass workshops.

AJammin' Response
newsbriefs

TO THE FENDER MUSEUM OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS PREVIEW AND EDUCATION CENTER
California by the end of the year 2000. The center will be staffed to provide free and low-cost

• On March 13, Fender donated a Bonnie

performing arts education to over 1,000 chil-

Raitt Signature Stratocaster to the Mostly

dren per week.

Music & Mayhem (Silent) Auction during
the 1999 California Music Awards in San

for performing arts education in the "Inland

Francisco. Proceeds from the auction will

Empire" region of Southern California and in

The Foundation recognizes the great need

go to benefit the Bass Tickets Foundation.

the United States as a whole. Only 40% of the

a non-profit organization that provides

elementary and middle schools in the nation

tickets to recreational, cultural and ecluca-

have arts programs. In Southern California,

tional events to underprivileged children

there is only one arts teacher for every 3,200
elementary school students.

and adults in Northern California.
The guitar, which brought in $3.450
for the Foundation, was the highlight of the

The Fender Museum Preview and Education Center.

"People from all walks of life are keenly
aware of the importance of performing arts education," said Page. "We have been experiencing

evening. "It generated tons of excitement
at the event," said Kim Nicolini, Executive

ith less than one year of operation under its

support from major corporations, enthusiastic

Director of the Foundation. "With

belt, the Fender Museum of Music and the Arts

citizens and the artist community, and we're

[Fender's] help. we raised over $14.000 for

Preview and Education Center is attracting vis-

thrilled to see everyone get involved."

our programs, and we are very, very grate

itors from all over the country and all over the

One of the musicians who supports the

ful for your generosity.

world. Fender fans from as far away as Japan,

Foundation's educational efforts is blues phe-

Mexico, Italy, Norway, South Africa and

nomenon Kenny Wayne Shepherd. Shepherd

• Fender is proud to announce its support

Canada have come to share the museum experi-

officially unveiled Fender's "Regina del Mare

of and contribution to the Hardwood

ence.

Ill," a one-of-a-kind Fender Custom Shop art

guitar which was auctioned at the Third Annual
Fender Catalina Island Blues Festival in May.

Forestry Fund, an organization dedicated

"The preview center is just that, a pre-

to promoting hardwood timber growth,

view," said John Page, Executive Director for

management, education and environmen-

the Fender Museum of the Arts Foundation,

The annual guitar auction has brought in as

tally sound uses of forest resources. The

"but people are really excited to see this pro-

much as $70,000 in one year to the "Kids Rock

Hardwood Forestry Fund is the only non-

gram get underway. The exciting exhibits and

Free."

profit tree-planting initiative where there is

interactive displays are just a taste of what's to

a management and harvest plan for every

come."

tree planted. Since Fender uses so many

"My Dad got me my first guitar when I was
seven," said Shepherd, "and I think it's great

The Fender Museum is also providing free

that the Fender Museum of the Arts

performing arts education to children. Over

Foundation can give the same opportunity to

ucts, the company is especially sensitive to

three hundred children per week attend guitar,

kids that might not otherwise get a chance to

the preservation and renewal of life- and

drum and piano classes at the current facility,

play an instrument."

tone-giving hardwood forests. For more

and the Museum plans to expand the educa-

information on the Fund. visit their website

tional programs through continued support of

at www.hpva.org/hffund.html.

artists, donors and volunteers.

• Christies in New York announced the

ate a permanent, world-class performing arts

charity sale of several of Eric Claptons gui-

museum and education center in Corona,

The Foundation's ultimate goal is to cre-

tars, the proceeds of which will benefit the
Crossroads Center in Antigua, a drug and
alcohol rehabilitation center Clapton
founded in the Caribbean.
I wanted to make a gesture to draw
attention to the Crossroads Center and
demonstrate the extent of my personal
commitment," said Clapton. "The

Kenny Wayne Shepherd and friends at the Preview Center.

Christie's auction finally save me a chance
to share with others the instruments that

The nonprofit Fender Museum of the Arts

have given me so much pleasure through-

Foundation is actively seeking partners for the

out my career

Among the more than 100 guitars that

permanent museum and educational facility.

will be on the block is Clapton's "Brownie"

Title sponsorships are being offered for upcom-

Slralocaster. Brownie, a sunburst sibling of

ing exhibit galleries and performance theatres.

C'lapton's signature "Blackie" Strat (upon

In an ongoing fundraising effort, the

which Claptons Fender Signature Strat is

Foundation is producing a full line of gift mer-

hascd) was used on Claplons classic Luvlu

chandise for children, teens and adults, in addi-

sessions in the carlv 1970s.

tion to supporting artist involvement for clinics,
concerts and festivals. If you would like to find
out more about the Fender Museum of Music
and the Arts, please visit their website at

For more Fcnder-rclatcd news, product
iiitonii.ilion. promotions and more, visit us
on (he web at Mmv.t'cndL'r.com.

www.fender museum.com. And remember, in a

Weekly, over 300 children attend Fender Museum music classes.

perfect world ... Kids Rock Free!

Listening to the Seas
,' -: WATCHERS AND MARINE BIOLOGISTS DISCOVER THE POWER OFTHE AMP CAN

• Over 200 Fender Employees and their families participated in the annual Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation Walk on Mav Sth in
downtown Riverside. Calil'ornia. The walkers
on the Fender team. all wearins Fender Tshirts, sent a powert'ul messape to ihe commuml\ of Riverside by showing their commilment
and dedication lo the 1'ight against juvenile diabetes. Bv noon on Saturdav. the Riverside
Chapter had collected funds in excess of
$120.000 for the Foundation, an increase of
over $40.000 from the previous year.
• In association with guilarisl Johnnv Lans.
six Fender miitars were auctioned off over

the weekend of May 14 to benefit Camp
Heartland, a special program which supports
CRT hydrophone and Fender Amp Can: a perfect rig for whale watchers on the schooner Adventuress, docked at Bainbridge Island, Puget Sound,
Seattle, WA. Adventuress belongs to Sound Experience, an environmental organization that provides conservation education to children and adults.

icneath their rippling surfaces, the world's performance and portability, the Amp Can is
oceans are abuzz with sonic activity. Whales hail

especially popular among whale watchers who

one another in their peculiar otherworldly

use inflatable boats to get close to the whales.

moan; porpoises chatter, sounding the depths

"With the inflatables," says Olson, "they

for food; countless other species of marine life

can get closer to the whales, within 100 yards or

jabber, howl, pop or hum.

so, but they can't bring their whole speaker sys-

this constant underwater din has been a long-

tem with them. So they take the hydrophone
and the Amp Can, which is typically put in a 5gallon paint bucket. You just take the foam that

time personal interest.

comes in the Amp Can packaging, cut a circle

For Joe Olson, proprietor of Cetacean
Research Technology in Seattle, Washington,

and whale communication," he says. "Dolphins

out, stick that in the bottom of the paint bucket,
put the Amp Can in, throw the hydrophone on

use both passive and active sonar, and that's

top and you're ready to go. Just plop it in the

how they get information about their world. We

inflatable and head out to where the whales are.

open our eyes to see things. They make sound

You drop one end of the hydrophone in the

and listen to the echoes."

water, which is the sensor end, and you connect

"I've always been fascinated by dolphin

Olson's fascination with underwater sound

it to the Amp Can with a patch cord."

led him into the field of underwater acoustics

While researchers have used Olson's

and sparked his development of an affordable
line of hydrophones, microphones that pick up

hydrophones to explore marine communication

the sounds beneath the surface of the water.

provided hydrophones for National Geographic

and explore the undersea world—Olson has

Although they are used mostly by marine

productions—everyday recreational whale

biologists and recreational whale watch tour
operators, the simple-to-operate hydrophones

watchers in the Seattle area regularly delight in
the smorgasbord of sound that the hydrophone

are available to anyone with an interest in listen-

opens up to them.

ing to the conversations of marine life.

"In Puget Sound, people are really inter-

The hydrophone works much like any stan-

ested in listening to the killer whales, but there's

dard microphone in that it picks up sounds which
must then be amplified and reproduced through

a lot more to listen to," Olson says. "You've got
the sound of 'popcorn' or 'snapping' shrimp, for

a speaker system. To amplify the hydrophone's

instance. They sound like a popcorn machine

signal. Olson has recently discovered Fender's

going. Sometimes, you can't hear anything else.

Amp Can battery-powered portable amplifier.

People here are discovering more and more that

A customer of mine was doing a whale

several kinds of fish make noise. The midship-

watch up in Alaska," recounts Olson, "and

men fish in Puget Sound make these growls and

wanted something more portable than a whole

rumbles. There are so many sounds."

stereo system, and he discovered the Amp Can

So whether you're playing "Octopus'

at a local guitar store and asked me if I thought

Garden" or listening in on one, the Fender

it would work. So we went down, tested it out

Amp Can is a great piece of gear to have

and it was the best-sounding thing I've ever

onboard. Check out the Amp Can in the Gear

heard with the hydrophones."
The Amp Can offers whale watchers and
marine researchers many benefits not available
through other amplification means. Combining

children who are born HIV positive
The program hosts a year-round 1'ac
at Willow Lake. Minnesota, and offers free
camping tnr children ;md teens who are born
HIV positive or who are HIV exposed. Camp
Heartland is the only orosi'am of its kind in
the world and relies mainlv on charitable
donations. Over the course of the weekend.
the Fender guitars brought in close to $6,500
for the program. In addition to those auctioned off, 20 acoustic guitars were donated
and will be used at the Camp for guitar
lessons for the children.
• At the 20th annual Musik messe trade show
in Frankfurt. Germany in early March.
Fender paid tribute to longtime European
distributor Bernhard Muskantor. A distributor in Norway. Sweden and Denmark for over
40 years, Muskantor has personified the
ideals of Fender throughout Scandinavia by
continuing to provide quality Fender products and service to his customers.

Fender Chairman and CEO Bill Schultz
was on hand ;it the show and expressed his
gratitude to Muskantor by presenting him
with a golcl-platecl Stratocastcr. This is the
third year that Fender has given the Gold
Strat. which had previously gone to honor
two other long-time European partners.
Hans Bauer and Ivor Arbiter,

Section, page 102.
For more information on Cetacean Research

Technology's line of hydrophones, visit their website at
www.cetaceanresearch.com.

FENDER

Bernhard Muskantor receives the Gold Strat award. From left to
right: Hans Bauer, Bill Schultz, IVIuskantor and Ivor Arbiter.
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COME VISIT US ON THE WEB
ne of the things we hear consistently from Fender fans around
the world is that they can never

by Keith Brawtey

Your Fender Web Chat Team

get enough information about gear. In

fact, that's why Fender started publishing
Frontline a decade ago.

But, with millions of guitar players in
the world, not everyone can get their own
copy of Frontline. So, like many companies. Fender looked for an efficient way to
get information to enthusiasts. Enter the
internet.

But maybe you've been living on
Gilligan's Island for the past few years
and have managed to avoid any contact

with the internet. Well, little buddy, a
world of Fender information is at your

fingertips and all you have to do is get

Keith Brawley
Director of Marketing Services

Jeff Gary
Product Manager, Fender Pro Audio

Dale Curtis
Vice President, Electronics R&D

online.
Even if you don't have a computer
and a modem, virtually every library

offers you the ability to set sail for a
"three-hour tour" online.

A visit to www.feuder.com offers
webheads detailed product informatiou,
U.S. Manufacturer's Suggested Retail
Prices, tech tips, promotional infoimation, dealer and distributor finders, inslrurnent daters, a support center and many

useful bits of information that may be
otherwise difficult to find. There's also a

link to the popular and dynamic Fender

Mike Eldred

Ritchie Fliegler

Manager, Fender Custom Shop

Vice President, Marketing

Mike Lewis
Vice President, Electric Guitars

Discussion Page, a forum hosted by
Fender fan Chris Greene.
We've also begun semi-regular web
"chats." Each chat is an opportunity for

players from all over the world to dialog
with some of the people at Fender who
are responsible for creating and supporting the world's most popular instruments.

While these chats typically feature a product manager, there's a team on hand to
answer as many questions as possible.
Additionally, our chats are often

joined by Fender people from the factory,
artist relations and even intei national dis-

Richard McDonald
Product Manager, Amplifiers

Doug Mills Ed Rizzuto
Senior Vice President, Manufacturing Vice President, Acoustic Instruments

tributors. Several Fender artists have
indicated a desire to join us in the fuLure,
as well.
The chats aie scheduled any time we
can pull a whole gang together, which is
about once or twice a month. We will be
posting upcoming chats online, so check
the website regularly to see who's up next!
If the Profcssoi's got that modem up
and running, we hope you'll sign on and
let us knuw how Ginger and Maryannc
are doing!
Jack Schwarz

Dan Smith

Brad Townsend

Online Product Specialist

Vice President, Guitar R&D

Vice President, Strings, Picks, Ace.
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UIER Am NHY series

finish

options

"Mini"
The Squier "Mini" guitar has arrived!
Designed for players of all ages— this
22.75" scale axe plays and sounds
great! Features: double cutaway body;
maple neck; rosewood fingerboard; 20
frets; 3 single-coil pickups; 5-way

06 black

switching; master volume and tone
controls; single-ply white pickguard; 6-

saddle hard-tail bridge.

58 torino red

Bronco™ Bass
With its slim, 30" scale neck and lightweight body, the Bronco Bass is the
ultimate combination of playability
and affordability. Features: double

80 arctic white

cutaway body; maple neck and finger-

board; 19 frets; 1 single-coil pickup;
master volume and tone controls; sin-

gle-ply white pickguard.

90 baltic blue

strings

on guitars

on basses

Model

Model No.

Fingerboard

Scale

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Colors

"Mini"

031-0100

Rosewood

22.75"

Standard

20

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

6-Saddle Hard Tail

06,58

Bronco Bass

03.1-0902

Maple

30"

Standard

19 Med-Jumbo

1 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

2-Saddle Top-Load

06,58

FRONTLINE

I

Exemplary design in a super affordable pack-

wood or maple fingerboard; 21 frets; 3 single-

age! Features: contoured hardwood body;

coil pickups; 5-way switching; 1 volume, 2 tone

maple neck; late '60s "big" headstock; rose-

controls; single-ply white pickguard; tremolo.

A classic guitar known around the world for its

frets; 2 single-coil pickups; 3-way switching;

distinct look and sound. Features: hardwood

master volume and tone controls; single-ply

body; maple neck; rosewood fingerboard; 21

white pickguard; 6-saddle top-load bridge.

;Lay down a solid groove with the bass that board; 20 frets; split-coil pickup; master volchanged music forever! Features: contoured ume and tone controls; 4-saddle top-load
hardwood body; maple neck; rosewood finger- bridge.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Strat

031-0600

Sofi'cf Hardwood

Rosewood

Standard

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 58, 80, 90

Sb-at

031-0602

Solid Hardwood

Maple

Standard

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 58, 80, 90

031-0200

Solid Hardwood

fiosewood

Standard

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

6-Sacfdfe Top-Load

06, 58, 80, 90

031-0400

So/f'cf Hardwood

Rosewoocf

Standard

20

1 Split-Coil

Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 58, 80, 90

Tele
P-eass

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

FRONTLINE

Colors

STANDARD series

finish

jons

Stratocaster®
Tone, versatility, and playability—
in guitar lingo, that means

STRATOCASTER! This new Squier
Standard version is faithful to its
namesake in every detail: contoured

hardwood body; maple neck; late '60s
"big" headstock; cast/sealed machine

~W vintage blonde

heads; rosewood or maple finger-

board; 21 frets; 3 single-coil pickups; 5way switching; 1 volume, 2 tone con-

trols; triple-ply white/black/white
pickguard; fulcrum tremolo. Also

19 british racing green

available left-handed.

Additional configurations include the

Left-Handed Strat® "Double Faf'Strat®

Squier Standard "Fat" and "Double
Fat" Strat®. The "Fat" Strat features a

32 brown sunburst

humbucker in the bridge position, 2
standard single-coils in the middle and
neck, and 5-way switching. The
"Double Fat" Strat features dual hum-

77 frost red

buckers and 3-way switching.

80 arctic white

Telecaster®
Stand and deliver! That's what you'll
do with this Squier Standard version

81 polar white

of the axe that started it all. Features:

hardwood body; maple neck with
maple fingerboard; cast/sealed
machine heads; 21 frets; 2 single-coil

87 cobalt blue

pickups; 3-way switching; master volume and tone controls; triple-ply

white/black/white pickguard; standard
6-saddle top-load bridge.

91 gatactic purple

strings

on guitars

on basses

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Stratocaster

032-2600

Solid Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Sfrafocsster

032-1602

Solid Hardwood

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Stratocaster (Lefty)

032-1620

Solid Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, .19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Fat Sfrat

032-1700

Solid Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

FatStrat

032-1702

Solid Hardwood

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Double Fat Strat

032-iSOO

Solid Hardwood

fiosewood

Cas(/Seafed

21

2 Humbucking

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Double Fat Strat

032-1802

Solid Hardwood

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

2 Humbucking

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Telecaster

032-1202

Solid Hardwood

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6 Saddle Top-Load

06,07, 19, 32, 77, 91

iriage"

Colors

Performance and value - that's what the Squier is all about. Time-tested Fender designs,

quality materials and attention to detail result in a family of guitars unequaled in their class.

Stagemaster™
With its sleek body design, reverse headstock,
and dive-bombing double-locking tremolo,
the new Squier Stagemaster spells "flash" with
every feature: sleek hardwood body; maple
neck; reverse "small" headstock; cast/sealed
machine heads; rosewood fingerboard (12.6"
radius); 22 frets; master volume and tone con-

trols; triple-ply white/black/white pickguard;
Floyd Rose® licensed double-locking tremolo.
The Stagemaster HSS features a scorching

humbucker in the bridge position, 2 hot singlecoils in the middle and neck, and 5-way
switching. The HH features dual humbuckers
and 3-way switching. And the HSH features 1
hot single-coil with a pair of humbuckers and
a special 5-way switch for ultimate versatility.

Stagemaster HSS

Stagemaster HSH

P-Bass® Special
The Squier P-Bass Special features a "best of
both worlds" combo with its Precision Bass8

Stagemaster HH

body, Jazz Bass® neck, and P/J pickup configuration. Features: contoured hardwood body;
maple neck; rosewood fingerboard; standard
"butterfly" machine heads; 20 frets; P-Bass®

pickup (middle); J-Bass® pickup (bridge); 2
volume, 1 tone controls; triple-ply

white/black/white pickguard; 4-saddle topload bridge. Also available left-handed.

Left-Handed P-Bass® Special

I

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

StagemasterHSS

132-2700

Sofi'd Hardwood

fiosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

22

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem

06,77, 81, 87, 91

Stsgemsster HH

132-2800

Solid Hardwood

Rosewoofli

Cast/Seafecf

22

2 Humbucking

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Double Locking Trem

06, 77, 81. 87, 91

Stagemaster HSH

132-2900

Solid Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

22

2 HB, 1 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem

_P-Bsss Specia;

032-1500

Solid Hardwood

fiosewood

Cas(/Seated

20

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol, Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06,19, 32, 77, 80. 91

P^Bass Special (Lefty)

032-1520

Solid Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

20

IP-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol. Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Matures & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Colors

06,77, 81, 87, 91

finish

options

QUIET Paks
Sb-at Pak/BassPak
Just getting started? Wanting to get
back into playing? All you need to do
is ask your dealer for the Strat or Bass
Pak from Squier. Convenience and
value is the name of the game with

06 black

these all inclusive packages. A Squier

Affinity Strat or P-Bass® is paired with
an amp and packaged with all the
accessories you'll need to plug in and

play!
Strat Pak Model Number: 031-0800
Strat Pak Includes: Squier Affinity
Strat with gig bag; Squier Champ® 15
amplifier (15 watts, 8" speaker, vari-

58 torino red

able gain); video; chromatic tuner;
strap; cable; set of strings; picks.

80 arctic white

Squier Champ 15 amp

90 baltic blue

strings

Bass Pak Model Number: 031-0900
Bass Pak Includes: Squier Affinity PBass® with gig bag; Squier BP-15
amplifier (15 watts, 8" speaker, head-

phone jack); video; strap; cable.

on guitars

SquierBP-15 bass amp

Bass Pak and Strat Pak

on basses

FENDER W9 FRONTLINE

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

The Beginning of the

Fender Opens a New Era in Pickup Technology with its New Noiseless Series

byBiUTui

or more than 50 years, Fender electric

overnight sensation, but it is far from it. For

The parameters of the project were rela-

guitars have been revered for their

three years, the staff at Fender Guitar Research

tively simple—three basic engineering goals had

ability to consistently supply that

and Development had been working on the dif-

to be met. First, the new pickups had to have that

"Fender Tone," a clear, clean, respon-

ficult task of designing a hum-cancelling alter-

benchmark Fender Tone; they had to respond to
subtle changes in playing styles and respond to
the natural wood tones of the guitar body, the

sive sound as distinctive and inimitable as the

native to our classic single-coil pickup designs.

rumble of a Harley-Davidson motorcycle.
The Fender Tone has appeared on count-

heart of a guitar's voice and character. Second,

less recordings and has perhaps contributed as

they had to eliminate as much 60-cycle hum as

much, if not more, to define the sound of the

possible, at least as much as a standard dual-coil

last half-century of popular music than any sin-

humbucking pickup. Third, they had to be the

gle individual or group. A combination of the

same size and have the same general appearance

guitar and amp, Fender Tone is a result of engi-

and shape as original Fender single-coils.

The pickups Guitar R&D chose as the

neering for the total instrument, but one key

models for the Noiseless sound were original

element is the Fender single-coil pickup.
While Fender's classic smgle-coil pickup

Fender pickups from the 1960s. The sound

designs have won over several generations of

modeling for the Noiseless Strat pickups, in par-

players, there has always existed a desire among

ticular, were patterned after an original set of

some players for that smgle-coil sound without
ditional single-coil pickup design. Over the years,

Stratocaster pickups from 1963. The Noiseless
Tele pickups were modeled from original 1964
Fender Tele pickups, while the Noiseless Jazz

pickup manufacturers, have tried their hands at

Bass Pickups were based on an original set of

designing a hum-cancellmg single-coil pickup,

1962 J-Bass pickups. One of the original '63
Strat pickups was sacrificed for magnetic testing

the 60-cycle hum that often accompanies the tra-

but none of these pickups provided both a reduc-

and later rewound after the magnetic material

tion m hum and that benchmark Fender Tone.

was analyzed.

That is, until the recent release of Fender's
series of Noiseless™ pickups. These pickups fea-

Previously, the engineers at Guitar R&D

ture a stacked dual-coil design that provides

discovered that the magnet material produced

classic Fender single-coil tone with humbucking

in the '60s was manufactured using a specific

properties. The Noiseless pickups were intro-

process that was only used from 1961 through

duced on the popular American Deluxe series

1966. Recreating the authentic vintage Strat,

of electric guitars and are now available as

Tele, P-Bass and J-Bass pickups for our

replacement pickups.

"Initially," says Dan Smith, Vice President

American Vintage Series guitars required dupli-

of Guitar R&D, "it wasn't clear at the outset of

eating that same formula.

The Fender Noiseless Pickup innovation may

the project what such a pickup would be, how it
would be engineered, but we knew what it had

Those magnets (Special Alnico 5) were
then incorporated into all of the Noiseless

seem to the average gear-hound like an

to do."

Series pickups. To recreate the proper sound m

Three Years in the Making

Special Alnico 5
Magnets

Upper Coil Section

A Look Inside Fender's
New Noiseless Pickups
The Noiseless pickups are made up of individual upper and lower coil sections. The two

coils are separated by a steel plate which lay
between the two coils. The Special Alnico 5
rod magnets extend through both coils and
pass through the steel spacer plate at the cen-

Steel Spacer Plate

ter of the pickup without touching the plate.
The pickup works as an integrated unit, each

part contributing and dependent on the other
parts for output, tone shaping and quiet operation. In short, a briUiant synthesis of single-

Lower Coil Section

0

FENDER •Cf FRONTLINE

coil and humbucking pickup design.

"The neck pickup is sublime in that it has more articulation than your normal Strat

pickup- In fart?it j^^|^ in that.you can really

jean f'nto it and g^pi|^|pi^l^ more gristle. It brings to
rnjnd^ffiiny Gibbonsy tort^^ thi| P<^u^^ which are some of my favorites.

All fi^Sclarity and shimmerWithout harshness or noise."

—Greg Koch on his American Deluxe Stratocaster with Noiseless pickups

the Noiseless format took a year of dedicated

With the Noiseless pickup, the compo-

design work and another two years to mold the

nents are laminated in a vertical arrangement

tonal personality of each pickup. Countless

similar to the construction techniques used in

design revisions and sound evaluations were

the tone quality. The sound had to be the best,
and the Fender guitar tone team never let up on

The pickup works as an integrated unit, each

that goal.

part contributmg and dependent on the other

Soup up your Stratocaster or Telecaster

parts for output, tone shaping and quiet opera-

with the new Vintage Noiseless pickup
technology! Vintage Noiseless Strat and

performed until the pickups sounded right.
There were no compromises when it came to

How They Work

tion.

Generally speaking, the operation of the

The Fender American Deluxe Series

Noiseless pickup is not much different from a
conventional single-coil. A single-coil pickup
relies on magnets

Tele Sets are available as pre-packaged

The showcase for the new Noiseless pickups is
the new American Deluxe Series guitars and
basses.

and a large, smgular

Of the Americ-

coil of wire to pro-

an Deluxe Strat,

duce its output and

guitarist Greg Koch

tone. Although not

has said, "The neck

capable of cancelling

bass pickups—coming soon!

pickup. In fact, it
reminds me more of

A traditional
humbucking pickup,

a Tele neck pickup
in that you can real-

on the other hand, is

ly lean into it and

composed of two sin-

get the percussive

gle-coil pickups

nuances, yet it has

mounted next to

more gristle.

each other; their
them their hum-can-

"It brings to
mmd Billy Gibbons'

celling properties.

tones on the

interaction gives

Deguello record,

In a brilliant

which are some of

synthesis of the two

Vintage Noiseless Strat Pickups

my favorites. AU the
clarity and shimmer

traditional pickup
designs, the Noise-

without harshness

less pickups consist

or noise."

of individual upper

Check out the
details on American

and lower coil sec-

Deluxe Series guitars and basses on pages
50-51.

rous steel plate which serves two functions.

Future Noiseless Series Pickups

Flrst, it isolates the bottom coil from string

The development of new Noiseless Series pick-

vibration. makmg the top single coil the sound

ups is just beginning. We are currently working

source. The Noiseless pickup sounds like a sin-

on hotter versions for the Strat, which will offer

gle coil because, functionally speaking, it is a

greater output and more mid-range. In the

s'ngle coil. Second, the spacer plate increases

future, Fender Noiseless pickups will be offered

lhe amount of magnetic flux that passes through

in a wide range of models designed to satisfy the

>, which mcreases the output.

157, go to your local Fender dealer and ask
for them by name. Stay tuned for Noiseless

your normal Strat

note.

The two coils are separated by a soft fer-

tage vibe. Check out the details on page

articulation than

ing the pure tone of

ensure maximum noise reduction (as in a humbucker).

tor. Each pickup proudly displays the
Noiseless logo for more of that classic vin-

that it has more

the fundamental

lions. These stacked dual coils are matched to

sets. The Strat set comes with three 1-meg
pots, a .022mf capacitor and a 1-meg resis-

pickup is sublime m

hum, it has the
advantage of produc-

I

Fender Vintage
Noiseless Pickup
Sets Now Available

amplifier transformer design. The Special
Alnico 5 rod magnets extend through both coils
and pass through the steel spacer plate at the
center of the pickup without touching the plate.

various tastes and styles of musicians.

FRONTLINE

Vintage Noiseless Tele Pickups

shared
featires

FANDARD series
Standard Stratocaster

Unless otherwise
noted. Standard

The Standard Stratocaster is the foun-

series models are
made in Mexico and
share the following
features:

Additional configurations include:
Roland® Ready— with its built in
Roland GK-2A pickup system, you

dation from which all Strat® models

can drive GK-2A compatible products

come. Fast action maple neck, com-

right from the guitar's on-board con-

fort-contoured body, three single-coil

trols; Fat Strat— with one humbuck-

pickups and standard synchronized

ing, two single-coil pickup configura-

tremolo— it's where the tradition

tion; Fat Strat Floyd Rose®— with one

began and still carries on today.

humbucking, two single-coil pickup

Available right or left handed with

configuration and Floyd Rose licensed

either rosewood or maple fingerboard.

double locking tremolo.

one-piece

maple neck

poplar bodies

I—
ll^'1

<»(*<

Fat" Strat Floyd Rose

standard hardware

Standard Telecaster® —
The guitar that started a musical revolution. So simple, yet mcredibly versatile. Since its introduction in the early
'50s, professional guitarists of all musical genres have reUed on the Fender
Telecaster for its powerful tone and

white/black/white
pickguards

smooth playability. Today's Standard
Telecaster incorporates the best of the
old and new— fast-action maple neck,
cast/sealed machine heads, two classic
single-coil pickups and combination

Roland Ready Strat details.

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

sbc-saddle/string-through body bridge.
Machine Heads Frets

Colors

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Cast/Seafed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Mapfe

Cast/Seafecf

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06,32,73, 75, 80

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Maple

Cast/Seafed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone,Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Poplar

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil, Roland GK-2A

V,2T, 2 button Synth

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 80

013-4700

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Casf/Seafecf

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Stef. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80
06,32, 73, 75, 80

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Stratocaster

013-4600

Poplar

Rosewood

Sfratocsster

013-4602

Poplar

Stratocaster (lefty)

013-4620

Poplar

Stratocaster (lefty)

0.13-4622

Poplar

Roland fieacfy

013-4660

FatStrat
FatSfrat

013-4702

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-lVay

Stcf. Synchronized Trem

Fat StratFloyd Rose 113-4700

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Cas^/Seated

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coif

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem

06,32,73, 75,80

013-5102

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

2 Singfe-Coif

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-Sadcffe String-Thru-Body

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Tefecaster

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The Fender Standard Series guitars and basses are the bedrock of the Fender family of guitars. Manufactured at our state-of-thefacilities in Ensenada, Mexico, these four models represent the best value in classically designed instruments.

finish

options
Standard Precision Bass
Fender invented the Electric Bass in
1951 in response to requests from
musicians for a louder, easier-to-han-

die bass. This new instrument was

06 black

named the Precision Bass. Unlike its
predecessor— the acoustic stand-up
bass, the P-Bass® had frets, which
allowed bassists to play with precision.
Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was born and the sound of popular music changed forever. The new

32 brown sunburst

Fender Standard Precision features a
comfort-contoured body, rosewood
fingerboard and split-coil hum cancel-

ing pickup.

73nmdnightblue

Standard Jazz Bass®
First introduced in 1960 as the

75 midnight wine

"Deluxe ModeV, the Fender Jazz
Bass has stood the test of time to
become one of the most played instruments in modern musical history.
Many Fender Firsts such as the off-set
waist body, ultra slim fast-action neck

80 arcttc white

and full-range bi-pole pickups are
standard features on the new Standard
Jazz Bass. Also available in left hand,

strings

fretless and five-string versions.

^-'f.

Standard Jazz Bass V headstock
with "mini" machine heads.

used on Strats

on this page

Fretless Standard Jazz Bass

used on Teles

with fretline markers.
lodel

on this page

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

Precision Bass

013-6000

Poplar

Rosewood

Std. Open Back

20

1 Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass

013-6500

Poplar

Rosewood

Std. Open Back

20

2 Bl-Pofe

Vol. Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32,73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass (lefty)

013-6520

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Std. Open Back

20

2Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

lan Bass (fretless)

O.i3-6508

Poplar

Rosewood

Stcf. Open Sack

2 Bi-Pole

Vol, Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32,73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass V( five string)

013-6600

Poplar

Pso Ferro

Stcf. Open Back

2 Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

5-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

20

0

Colors

used on basses

on this page

ELUXEseries
Super Strap
Beautifully adorned and classically
contoured, the Deluxe Super Strat

features an ash body, lightly tinted
maple neck, gold plated vintage style
hardware, brown shell pickguard and
newly designed "Super Fat-Super
Strat" single-coil pickups. Deluxe
"Super Switching" gives you seven
pickup combinations to choose from.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Push-button activates bridge
pickup for a total of seven
pickup combinations.

Powerhouse Strat&
"Boost" your tonal vocabulary with
the Deluxe Powerhouse Strat. Classic

Strat design featuring the newly
designed Fender "Powerhouse" ultra

quiet pickup system. A unique 12db
active mid-boost circuit produces
tones from shimmering clean to
scorching "humbucker-like" leads.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

12db active mid-boost.

Model

Model No.

Body Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Super Strat

013-9400

Ash

Rosewood

Vintage Styte

21 Med-Jumbo

3SuperFatSingle-Coils

Vol, Tone, Tone

7-Way

Synchronized Trem

SuperSfrat

013-9402

Ash

Mapfe

Colors
06, 32, 38, 67

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo

3SuperFatSingle-Coils

Vol. Tone. Tone

7-Way

Synchronized Trem

06, 32,38, 67

Powerhouse Strat 013-9500

Poplar Rosewood

Vintage Styte

21 Med-Jumbo

3 Powerhouse Single-Coils

Vol, Tone, Mid Boost

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

02,06,09, 80

Powerhouse Sfrat 013-9502

Poplar

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo

3 Powerhouse Single-Coils

Vol, Tone, Mid Boost

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

02,06, 09, 80

Maple

FENDER

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender guitars and basses. Some models are Ume-tested standards incorporating
popular after-market modifications, while others represent completely new designs.

finish

options
Fat Strata
Double Fat Strat
Extreme tones with a '70s vibe. The
new Deluxe Fat and Double Fat Strat

02 lake placid blue

feature newly designed Fender humbucking pickups. The "Fat" (hum/single/single) model has two Tex-Mex™

single coils in the neck and middle
positions and one Tex-Mex

Humbucker in the bridge. The
"Double Fat" (hum/hum) version

06 black

takes it a step further with two TexMex Humbuckers. Special 5-way
switching offers a broad spectrum of
humbucking and single-coil tones.

Bombs away! Also available with an
original style Floyd Rose® locking
tremolo. Deluxe Fender gig bag

09 candy apple red

included.

32 brown sunburst

38 crimson red transparent

Fat Strat Floyd Rose.

67 honey blonde

80 arctic white

Double Fat Strat Floyd Rose.

strings
lel

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Colors

21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-MexHB, 2 Tex-Mex Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

Speciaf 5-Way

Synchronized Trem

06, SO

Rosewoocf

Vintage Styte 21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-MexHB, 2 Tex-Mex Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

Special 5-Way

Double locking Trem

06,80

Rosewood

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo

2Tex-MexHB

Vol. Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way

Synchronized Trem

06,80

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo

2Tex-MexHB

rof. Tone. Tone

Speu's; 5-Way

Douft/e locking Trem

06,80

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

013-3100

Poplar

fiosewood

Vintage Styfe

Fat Strat Floyd Rose

113-3100

Poplar

Double Fat Strat

013-3300

Poplar

Doubfe Fat Floyd Rose 113-3300

Poplar

fiosewoocf

Fat Strat

Frets

Pickups

SUITK liUI LI-IS

^-i-\"
used on Strats

on this page
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

ELUXE series
Cyclone™
Stirring up the dust with a radical new
design is the all new Fender Cyclone.
Equipped with a Tex-Mex™ Strat® sin-

gle-coil slanted in the neck position
and a new Fender special design
"Atomic-Humbucker™" in the bridge,
the Cyclone offers a rocking combination of tones. The original
Jazzmaster® headstock, 24 3/4" scale
and off-set waist body give you an
alternative look combined with a com-

fortable feel and excellent playability.
Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Toronado™
The new Fender Toronado features an
off-set waist body with rounded, comfortable corners. Two Fender special
design "Atomic-Humbuckers" with
individual volume and tone controls
allow you to "dial-in" a variety of
explosive tonal combinations. Deluxe

Fender gig bag mcluded.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Cyclone

013-0500

Poplar

fiosewood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

1 Atomic HB, 1 Tex-MexSin^ ite Coif

Vol, Tone

3-ivay

Synchronized Tremolo

06, 09,32, 80

Toronacto 013-0700

Poplar

Rosewood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

2 Atomic HB

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

String-Thm-Body Hard Tail

06,09, 32,80

o

FRONTLINE

Colors

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender guitars and basses. Some models are time-tested standards incorporating
popular after-market modifications, while others represent completely new designs.

finish

options
NashvilleTele
Down home and versatile, the Deluxe
NashviUe Tele is outfitted with a TexMex™ Strat® Pickup sandwiched
between two Tex-Mex Tele pickups.

06 black

This Music City namesake also features 5-way "Strat-o-Tone™" switching
for a unique combination of tones.

Also available with Fender/Fishman®
Power Bridge with concentric volume
and tone controls for magnetic pickups, volume control for piezo bridge

09 candy apple red

and individual string output balance
controls. Deluxe Fender gig bag
included.

32 brown sunburst

80 arctic white

Fender/Fishman Power Bridge.

Deluxe P-Bass® Special
Fender invented the electric bass—
and its two styles. The Fender Jazz
Bass® and Precision Bass® have constituted the essential choice for bass
players over decades. Until now, players had to choose one or the other.
The new Deluxe P-Bass Special features a "best of both worlds" combo
with an alder Precision Bass body,
satin finished maple Jazz Bass neck,

and a P/J pickup configuration. A
U.S. vintage bridge, gold anodized

pickguard and deluxe Fender gig bag

strings

complete the package.

used on Strats

on this page
Model

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Nas/ivrife Tele

013-5300 Alder Rosewood Vintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo 2Tex-MexTele, Uex-MexStrat

Pickups

Controls Switching

Bridge

Colors

Vol. Tone 5-Way Vintage 6-Saddle 06,09,32,80

HashvilleTele 013-5302 Alder Maple Vintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo 2 Tex-Mex Tele, 1 Tex-Mex Strat Vol, Tone 5-Way Vintage 6-Saddle 06,09,32,80
Colors
,32,80
, 32,80

HashviHePowerTele 013-5000 'Alder RosewoodVintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo as aboi/e pfus fishman Power Bridge Vol. Vol, Tone 5-Way Vintage 6-Saddle 06, 09, 32, 80
P-8ass Specia)

013-5700 Alder Rosewood Std. Open Back 20 Med-Jumbo

IP-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol, Vol. Tone

Wntage 4-Saddle 06, 09, 32, 80

P-Bass Special

013-5702 Alder Maple Std. Open Back 20Med-Jumbo

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol. Vol, Tone

Wntage 4-Sacfcffe 06, 09,32, 80

used on Teles

on this page
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

ELUXE series

The Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender
guitars and basses. Some models are time-tested
standards incorporating popular after-market modifications,
while others represent completely new designs.

P-Bass®Lyte&
P-BassLyte Deluxe
(Japan) The P-Bass "Lyte" is a sleek
version of the classic Fender Precision
Bass®. The lightweight contoured
basswood body, ultra slim neck and

deep cutaways will inspire long playing sessions and provide easy access to
extreme upper registers. Active electronics deliver a variety of tones ranging from classic Fender growl, to modern slap and thump.
The P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe takes it a

step further with its satin finished natural mahogany body, humbucking J-

Bass® bridge pickup and gold hardware. A midrange boost/cut control is

included for added tonal flexibility.

Active Jazz Bass®
The time-tested features of our
Standard Jazz Bass, combined with
U.S. Deluxe pickups and active electronics give the Deluxe Active Jazz
Bass some extra growl for the gig.
Also available in a 5-String version.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets
025-9500 Basswood Rosewood

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

Mini

22 Nickel Silver P-Bass (mid), J-Bass (bridge) Vol, Blend, 2-Band Active EQ Die-Cast 37,55, 64, 77

21

P-Bass Lyte Deluxe

025-9800 Mahogany

Rosewood

Mini

22 Nickef Silver

P-Bass (mid), J-Bass (bridge)

Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

Die-Cast

Active Jazz Bass

013-6700

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Std. Open iBack

20 Nickel Silver

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

4 Saddle Top-Load

06,09, 32, 80

Active Jazz Bass V

013-6800

Poplar

Pao Ferro

Mini

20 Wickef Silver

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol, Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

4 Saddfe Top-Load

06,09,32, 80

0

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

CLASSIC sen

^ The New Fender Classic series pays tribute to
selected vintage classics from the past.
1 features that replicate those of the originals,

finish

options

each model has its own story to tell.

003-colorsunburst

02 lake placid blue

?50sStratocaster
Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility m Ensenada, Baja
California, Mexico— these timeless clas-

032-colorsunburst

sics feature deep body contours, characteristic neck shapes, aged plastic parts,
and your choice of six classic Fender colors. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

04daohneblue

05 Olympic white

06 black

'GOsSt-atocaster

21 natural

54 dakota red

56 shell pink

57 surf green

70sStratocaster®
The U-shaped neck, large headstock and
"bullet" truss rod are unmistakable features that define an era. Now made at
Fender's manufacturing facility in
Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico—

this beautiful replication has it all.
Deluxe Fender gig bag included.
Model No.

Body Neck Shape Fingerboard

Machine Heads Frets

66 burgundy mist metallic

strings

Colors

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

SOs Slretocaster 013-3002

Poplar or Alder '50s "V"

Maple

Vintage Style

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

03 (alder), 04, 05, 06, 54, 57

VOs Stratocaster 013-1000

Poplar or Alder '60s "C"

Rosewood

Vintage Style

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00 (alder), 02,05, 06, 56, 66

70s S(ra(ocas(er 013-7000

Ash 70s "U"

fiosewood

Vintage "F

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00, 05, 21

70s Stretocaster 013-7002

Ash 70s "U"

Maple

Wntage "F'

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00,05, 21

used on buitars
jres & specifications subject to change without notic

o

on this page

shared
features

LASSIC series
'SOsTelecaster®

Unless otherwise
noted. Classic

Pomona Avenue 1950— the genesis of

series models on

the modem electric solid-body guitar
is artfully captured in this timeless col-

this page are
made in Mexico and

lectible. Now made at Fender's state-

share the following

of-the-art manufacturing facility in

features:

Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico—
the new Classic Series '50s Telecaster
features an ash body, U-shaped maple
neck, and vintage Tele® pickups.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

one-piece maple
neck

classic detailing

72 Telecaster® Custom
vintage spec single-

Ready to rock! This axe delivers the
Tele® twang with the added punch of a

coil pickups with

neck-position Fender "Wide-Range"

alnico magnets

humbucker. BuUet truss rod, 3-bolt
Micro-Tilt™ neck attachment, and
chrome-tipped "skirted" knobs complete the picture.

vintage style
hardware

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your

Model

Model No.

Body

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

'50s Tefecaster

013-1202

Ash

'50s "u"

Maple

Vintage Styfe

21

2 Single-Coil

Vof, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-SscfcNe

Neck ShapeFingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Colors
01, 03, 06

price list for

72 Tefe Custom 013-7500

Poplar or Alder

70s'"u"

Rosewoocf

Vintage 'P

21

1 Single-Coil, 1 Wide-Range HB

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

Wntsge 3-Saddle 00 (alder), 06

availability.

72 Tefe Custom 013-7502

Poplar or Alder

70s'"u"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

1 Single-Coil, 1 IVide-Range HB

2 Vol, 2 Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle 00 (alder), 06

o

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The New Fender Classic series pays tribute to selected vintage classics from the past.
With feature that replicate those ottfe originals, each model has its own story to tell.

finish

options
•69Tele TOnline
Built with pride at Fender's manufac-

turing facility in Ensenada, Baja
California, Mexico— the '69 Tele®

ThinUne features a lightweight semihollow body with a single f-hole,
glossy finished maple neck, and

00 3 color sunburst

Schaller® vintage "F" machine heads.

Finish options include Black, Natural
Mahogany and classic 3-Color
Sunburst on ash. Deluxe Fender gig

bag included.

01 white blonde

03 2 color sunburst

06 black

21 natural

72Telecaster Piinline
Exquisitely finished semi-hollow ash body
Telecaster! Bullet truss rod, 3-bolt MicroTilt"' neck attachment, dual Fender "WideRange" humbuckers, and signature f-hole
accent this faithful '70s reproduction.

strings

Nodel

Model No.

Body

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

_697efecsstermnfine

013-6902

Mahogany or Ash

'60s "U"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

00 (ash), 06, 21

72relecasterThlnline

013-7402

Ash

70s "U°

Maple

Vintage "F

21

2Wide-RangeHB

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Wntage 3-Saddle

00,21

features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Neck Shape Fingerboard

o

Colors

used on guitars

on this page
FRONTLINE

ERICAN STANDARD series

shared
features
Unless otherwise
noted, the American
Standard series

American Standard

1954, a "hard-tail" non-tremolo ver-

Stratocaster®

the same string-through-body design

sion was also introduced. It featured

models are

The American Standard Stratocaster

made in the USA and
share the following

is the result of over forty years of elec-

features:

American classic is loaded with con-

trie guitar evolution. This great
temporary features— 22 mediumjumbo frets, our patented Bi-Flex
truss rod and micro-tilt neck adjustment, deluxe cast/sealed machine

as the Telecaster yet retained the new

6-saddle bridge for individual string
adjustment. The direct-to-body

bridge and string-through-body design
resulted in distinctive tones and
enhanced playability. Fender contin-

ues the tradition with the American
Standard "Hard-Tail" Stratocaster.

heads and the Fender DeltaTone'
pickup system. Truly an industry stan-

dard! Available right or left handed.
medium-jumbo frets

American Standard
Stratocaster"Haid-Tail"
When the Fender Stratocaster with
"Synchronized Tremolo" debuted in

micro-titt'" adjust

cast/sealed

machine heads
Hard-Tail" Strat® details.

American Standard
white/black/white
pickguards

Telecaster®

The DeltaTone™ System:

Today's version of the original that

• Hot Bridge Pickup:

started it all. The American Standard

- For blistering leads.

Telecaster incorporates the best of the

• No-Load Tone Control:

old and new— timeless tone and

- Affects bridge and middle pickup

styling, fast-action satin finished neck,

on the Strat.

- Affects both pickups on the Tele®.

deluxe cast/sealed machine heads,

- When on "10", it's completely out

Fender DeltaTone"' system and suc-

of the cu-cuit, allowing all frequencies

straplock buttons

to pass through. Below "10", it
functions as a normal 250k tone control.

molded case
Note: Not all

saddle string-through-body bridge.
Available right or left handed.

Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Sfratocaster

010-7400

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

DetaeCast/Sealed

22Med-Jum()o

3Singfe-Coilw/Delta?ne

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Treffi

00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21(ash), 24,74,93

Stratocaster

010-7402

MderorAsh

Maple

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22Med-Jumbo

SSingle-Mw/DeltaTone

Vol.Tone, Tone

5-IVay

2-PointSyncfironized Irem

00,01 (ash), 05,06,21 (ash), 24,74,93

Strat(letty)

010-7420

Alder

fiosewood

Deluxe Cast/Sea(ed

22Me(f-Juff)bo

3Smg(e-Coil

?1, Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,05,06,93

Strat(lefty)

010-7422

Alder

Maple

DetaeCast/Sealed

22Med-Jumbo

SSingfe-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,05,06,93

Hanl-TaUStiat

010-7430

MSwwhsb

Rosewood

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22Med-Jumt)o

SSingle-Coifw/Deltarone

?1,Tone,Tone

5-Way

S-T-BHanl-Jail(non-trem)

00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93
00,01 (ash,), 05,06,21 fasl),), 24, 74,93

HanHailStrat

010-7432

AlderorMh

Maple

Deluxe Cas^Seafed

22Med-Jumt)o

3Sing(e-Coi(N'/Deftarone

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-lVay

S-J-BHartl-Tail(non-trem)

variations may be

Tetecaster

010-8400

MderorAsh

fiosewood

OeteeCasf/Sealed

22Med-Juff)bo

2Singfe-Coiln'/De(taTone

Vol. Tone

3-lVay

6-SacfdleS-T-B

00,05,06,21,24, 74,93

available in all

Telecaster

010-8402

Alder or Ash

Maple

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22Med-Jumt)o

2Sing(e-Coi'(»'/Deltarone

Vol.Tone

3-Way

6-Sadd(eS-)-B

00,05,06,21,24,74,93

Tele (lefty)

010-8422

Alder

Maple

Deluxe Cas^Seafed

22Med-Jumbo

2Sing(e-Coi(

Vol, Tone

3-Way

6-SaddleS-r-B

00,05,06,93

colors, consult your

price list for
availability.
FENDER

©

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The American Standard series combines the classic look and sound of Fender's original designs with new features reflecting the
evolution of today's players. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility in Corona, California, U.S.A.

finish

options
American Standard

^

Precision Bass®

003-colorsunburst

Fender invented the Electric Bass in

-#

1951 in response to requests from
musicians for a louder, easier-to-handie bass. This new instrument was

01 white blonde

named the Precision Bass. Unlike its
^cca;

predecessor— the acoustic stand-up
bass, the P-Bass® had frets, which

allowed bassists to play with precision.

05 Olympic white

Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was born and the sound of popular music changed forever. The

American Standard Precision Bass
combines classic feel and sound with
new features that make a favorite even
better.

American Standard
Jazz Bass®
The evolution of a classic. First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model",
the Fender Jazz Bass has become one
of the most played instruments in
modern musical history. As with all

74 aqua marine

American Standard instruments, the
American Standard Jazz combines

traditional tone and feel with modern
"players" features. Also available in a
five-string and fretless versions.

93 purple metallic

strings

Standard Jazz Bass V headstock.
used on Strata

on this page

Fretless Jazz Bass Neck
with fretline markers.
used on Teles

on this page
Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads

Pickups Controls

Bridge

^KisionBass

019-2200

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

1 Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

^•tiswn Bass

019-2202

Alder or Ash

Maple

Cast/Open Bat
lack

20 Med-Jumbo

1 Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

An BBSS

019-2400

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

lack
Cast/Open Bai

20 Med-Jumbo

2 Bi-Pote

Vol. Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

*n Bass

019-2402

AlderorAsh

Maple

lack
Cast/Open Bac

20 Med-Jumbo

2 Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05,06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

AnBassffrEUes

039-2408

/llder

lack
Cast/Open Bai

2 Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body

•teBassv

Rosewoocf

019-2500

Alder or Ash

Pao Ferro

lack
Cast/Open Bac

2 Bi-Pole

Vol, Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05,06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

20 Med-Jumbo

00, 05, 06, 93

used on basses
>ec ification

on this page
s subject to change without notice.

IOT RODDED AMERICAN STANDARD sen
Roadhouse. Lone Star

and BigApple"

Roadhouse pickup config. (SSS):

Big Apple pickup config. (HH)^

-3 Fender Texas Special single-coils

-1 Seymour Duncan

Lone Star pickup config. (HSS):

This blistering trio of Strats come factory
equipped with some of the most popular
aftermarket modifications. Sizzling pickup configurations, flashy shell pickguards, and Hot Rod paint jobs give each

-2 Texas Special single-coils

"Pearly Gates Plus" (bridge),
-1 Seymour Duncan

Custom '59 (neck)

(middle & neck)
-1 Seymour Duncan

"Pearly-Gates Plus" (bridge)

model its own personality and vibe.

The Roadhouse is fitted with three
Fender Texas Special" single-coil pickups for that "Smokey-Roadhouse" tone.
When you're pickin' the Roadhouse, the
gnnnin comes easy.
The Lone Star comes stock with two
Fender Texas Special single-coils and a
custom Seymour Duncan® "Pearly Gates
Plus" humbucker. Special 5-way switch-

ing allows all the classic single-coil Strat
combinations as well as the scorching

humbucker by itself. Available in your
choice of six Hot Rod colors or special
Sienna Sunburst with ash body (maple
fingerboard only).
The Big Apple has a vibe all its own with
an awesome combination of classic and
modern tones. Dual Seymour Duncan*"
humbuckers— in conjunction with a
super 5-way switch— travel the tonal
streets from crystal clean single-coil

sounds to unabashed humbucking
aggression. Available in your choice of
six Hot Rod colors or special Sunset
Orange Transparent with ash body (rose-

wood fingerboard only). Also available
with a "hard-taiF string-through-body

bridge.
• Alder body colors:

00, 05, 06 (brown shell pickguard)
09, 44, 45 (white shell pickguard)
• Special ash body^iTors:""^
22 (brown shel^yp^kguai^) 'Y

47 (white she}} pi^teguard^

Roadhouse Strat®
Controls Switching

Bridge

Model

Model No. VBad.y "ffiiWioard Machine Heads

Roadhouse Strai

010-7300 Alder Rosewood Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22Med-Jumbo 3 Texas Special

l/ol, Tone, lone 5-Way

2-PointSychronizedTrem

00,05.06,09,

Roadhouse Strat

010-7302 Afder Maple

22 Med-Jumbo 3 lexas Special

Vol. Tone, Tone 5-Way

2-Point'Sychronized Trem

00, 05, 06,09..,

Lone Star Strat

010-7900 Alder fiosewood Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Texas Special, 1 Duncan MB Vol. Tone, Tone Special '5-Way 2-Point Sychmn'aed Trem 00,05, 06,09,4^(5

lone Star Strat

010-7902 Alder or Ash Maple

22 IWed-Jumbo 2 Texas Special, 1 Duncan MB Vol, Tone, Tone Special 5-Way 2-PointSycfironizedTrem 00,05,06,09,44,45,471

Big Apple Strat

010-7200 Alder or Ash Rosewood Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Duncan HB

Vol, Tone. Tone Special 5-Way 2-PoJntSychronizedJrem 00,05,06,09.22 (ash), 4<

Big Apple Strat

010-7202 Alder Maple

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Duncan H6.

Vol, Tone, Tone Special 5-Way 2-PointSychronizecfIrem 00,05,06.09,4^

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

Frets Pickups

Big Apple fhard.tail) 010-7230 Alder fiosewood Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22Med-Jumbo 2 Duncan MB

Vol. Tone, Tone Special 5-Way S-T-B Hard Tail (non trem) 00,05,06.09,4^

Big Apple (hard-tail) 010-7232 Alder Maple

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Duncan H8

Vol. Tone, Tone Special 5-Way S-T-B Hard Tail (non trem) 00,05,06,09,^

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warr;

Nodded American guitars are American Standards that have been "hot-rodded" at the factory with popular after market
modifications. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility in Corona, California, U.S.A.

U.S. FatTele
The U.S. Fat Trie COITIL'S hol-rodclcd

from the factory with an American
Standard Tele® bridge pickup and a
Fender DH-1™ neck humbucker.

[' ^

Unique 5-way switchmg delivers aB
the traditional tones that have kept
the Tele* on top for over forty-five
yea^s plus all the "trick" humbucker
tones previously unavailable from a

1^.'

stock instrument.

Nashville B-Bender®Tde®
Molded after the personally custumized instruments of some of
Nashville's top players, the NashviBe
B-Bender Tele delivers classic Tele

and Strat tones combined wilh striking
pedal Steel effects. Features include: a
strap activated Parsons/Feiider BBender system, two American

Standard Tele pickups (neck/bridge),
one Texas Special Strat pickup with
custom staggered magnets (middlfc),
and special 5-way "Strat-o-Tele"
switching.

iE£the^bq^Tdf ^fie past' wftftthe latest in Fender Bass design,
f the Hot Rodp-Bass delivers classic Precision and Jazz Bass tones
with style and; cpmfort. Features
include: contoured \al^er or ash body.

modern slim profile i^aple neck with
graphite reinfgrcemeri^:. rosewood or
maple fy^6'rboard,\ <^ne American
Vintage P?Ba^s split-cc^l pickup, one

?'

newly desigrtecTj"Hot ^/intage" Bi-

ts.

pickguard, and combin

y^hrough-body/tap-load

^

available left handed.

^A
lodelNo.

r^i4Ct£4

Pole Jazz Ba^Nfc>ickup,\brown shell
stnng-

SUPER BULLETS

Also
[ardshell

molded case included.

.A^

Colors

Frets

Pickups

iewood DeluxgiRast/Sealed

22 Med-Jumbo

1 Single-Coil. 1HB

00.05.06. 09

010-8002

gfuxe Cast/Seated

22 Med-Jumbo

1 SinSle-Coil. 1HB

00.05. 06, 09

010-8342

fapte Deluxe Cast/Seated

22 Med-Jumbo

3 Single-Coil

00. 05,06. 03

•'•010-8000

Fingijfrboard Machin^'He
leads

,019-1900

AlderorMh Rosewood

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Combo S-r-B/Tbp-toacf 00. 05. 06. 21 (ash). 22 (ash)

019.1902

Alder or Ash Maple

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Combo S-T-B/Top-Load 00.05. 06. 21 (ash). 22 (ash)

AlderorAsh Rosewood

Cast/Open Back

20 Mecf-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Combo S-r-8/Tbp-l.oacf 00, 05. 06, 21 (ash). 22 (ash)

W019-1920

ncations subject to change without notice.

ree^xL%^
SUPER 250's

ERICAN DELUXE series

shared
features

American Deluxe

Unless otherwise
noted, the American

Stratocaster

Deluxe series models
are made in USA

The American Deluxe Stratocaster is

and share the

the ultimate in high-performance.
Classically contoured solid "tone-

following features:

wood" bodies and new distinctive
neck shapes fit Uke a glove. Other features include three Fender Vintage-

Noiseless™ pickups with hot bridge for
extra punch and sustain, polished

solid ash or alder
bodies

The Vintage-Noiseless pickups used

chrome locking machine heads,

on the American Deluxe Strat® and

American Deluxe tremolo with pol-

Tele® employ a stacked-coil design to

ished steel saddles, highly detailed fret

recreate the sound of Fender pickups

and nut work, abalone dot inlays, and

from the late '50s and early '60s without the hum normally associated with

aged plastic parts.

single-coils.

Additional configurations include the
American Deluxe Fat Strat®, which

•^

features a new Fender DH-1™

Humbucker in the bridge position and
an LSR Roller Nut. The two Noiseless
pickups in the neck and bridge position

aged plastic parts

are wound extra hot for proper balance with the humbucker. The

American Deluxe Fat Strat is also
available with an optional

American Deluxe

FatStraF

& Fat Strat Locking

Fender Deluxe locking tremolo.

deluxe hardware

straplock buttons

black Tolex®
Fender case

Locking machine heads.
Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

Model

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Pickups

Controls Switching

Colors

Stratocaster OIO-IOOO AlderorAsh fiosewood Deluxe f.ocking 22 Med-Jumbo 3 Vintage Noiseless Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way Dlx.2-Point Synchronized Trem 00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)
Stretocaster 010-1002 Alder or Ash Maple Deluxe Locking 22 Med-Jumbo 3 Vintage Noiseless Vol Jane Jone 5-Way Dlx.2-Point Synchronized Trem 00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)
FatSfrat 010-.UOO Alder or Ash Rosewood Deluxe Locking 22 Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1 Vol Jane, Tone 5-Way Dlx.2-Point Synchronized Trem 00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)
FatStrat 010-1102 /UderorAif) Maple Deluxe tocking 22Med-Jumbo 2 Wntage Noisefess, 1 DH-1 Voljonejone 5-Way Dlx.2-PointSynchmn'aedJrem 00,01(ash),06,21(ash),38,48(ash),94 (ash)
FatStrsttocfang 010-.1190 Alder or Ash Rosewood Deluxe Locking 22 Med-Jumbo 2 Wntage Woiseless, 1 DH-1 Vof, Tone, Tone 5-Wa/ Dfe.2-Point locking Jrem 00,01 (ashj, 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)
Fat Strat Locking 010-1192 Alder or Ash Maple Deluxe Locking 22 Med-7umbo 2 Vintage Noisetess, 1 DH-1 ?1, Tone, Tone 5-Way Dlx.2-PointLockinSTrem 00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38, 48 (ash), 94 (ash)

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

The new Fender American Deluxe series represents the pinnacle of U.S. manufactured electric guitars. With features like select
"tone-wood" bodies, highly detailed fret and nut work and newly designed Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ pickups, the Fender
American Deluxe guitars are sure to become classics worthy of their namesake.

finish

options

00 3-color sunburst

American Deluxe Tele
with Fender/Fishman®
power bridge.

American Deluxe Telecaster
The top of the Tele chain! The

toured back, highly detailed fret and nut

American Deluxe Telecaster offers

work, abalone dot inlays and aged plastic

two Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ Tele®

parts. Also available with

pickups. Other features include

Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge with

bound-top alder or ash body with con-

individual volume, tone and string out-

01 white blonde

06 black

put controls.

21 natural

38 crimson transparent

American Deluxe Precision Bass
The American Deluxe P-Bass® offers

cut any gig. Other features include a

tons of tonal variations. The three-

graphite reinforced neck, premium alder

band active EQ combined with a vintage P-Bass pickup and special design

combination string-through-body/top-

humbucker make this an axe that can

load bridge. Also available in a 5-string

or ash body (depending on finish), and
48 tea! green trans.

version. Includes Deluxe molded case.

94 purple transparent

strings
American Deluxe Jazz Bass
Classic features combined with the

Jazz Bass once again captures the spirit

best that modem technology has to

of innovation. A three-band active EQ

offer, the latest version of the Fender

and special design Noiseless J-Bass®

pickups are featured along with a
graphite remforced neck, premium alder

or ash body (dependmg on finish), and
combination string-through-body/top-

load bridge. Also available in fretless
5 string version

also available fretless

used on Strats
on this page

and 5-string versions. Includes Deluxe
molded case.

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

JTtoB

Switching Bridge Colors

Pickups

010-4600

Alder orAsl)

Rosewwd

010..1602

WerorAsh

Maple

OllWOO

Alder or Ash

Bosewuod

2Vint.Noise(ess,6PiHoBec.

OW5702

WerorAsll

Maple

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22Med-Juml)o 2VJntWi)isefess,6PiezoSec.

019^200

Wevw/sh

Sosemod

Deluxe Ugfitweigfit

22Med-Juml)o

lS|)lit-Coil,lti8

0195202

Alder or/lsh

Maple

Deluxe Ugfitoeiglit

22Med.Jumbo

019.5900

Werorieh

Paoftro

Deluxe Ugbtweiglit

019.5902

Werotkh

Maple

Deluxe Uglitweiglit

0!9.5800

Weror/eh

Hoseimod

019.5S02

Alder of Ash

Oi9.5900
019^902
019.M08

AlderorAsh

Deluxe Casf/Sealed 22Med-Jumbo

2WntageWoiseless

Vol. Tone

3-Way

OeluxeG-SaddleS-r-B

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 W 94 (asti)

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

2 Vintage Noiseless

?1, Tone

3-Way

Deluxe 6-SaddfeS-T-B

00,01 (asfij, 06,21 (ash), 38,4S (ash), 94 (ash)

OualConcenbicVol, Tone 3-Way Blade, 3-Way Mini

6-SaddfeFender/Rsliman

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash]

OualConcentricVol, Tone 3-Way Blade, 3-Way Mini

6-Saddlefender/fisliman

00,01 (asfi), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 fasfi), 94 (ash)

?(,Bfend,3-l)and£g

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 (asllj, 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

ISplit-CoiUHB

W, Blend, 3-bandEQ

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

22Med-Jumtio

ISplit.Coil.lHB

?1, Blend, 3-tend £1?

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 fasfl), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

22Med-Jumlio

ISplit.CtUUHB

Vol, Blend, 3-tondEQ

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ashj, 94 (ash)

Deluxe Ughtoeight

22Med-Juml)i)

2 Special Design Nm'seless

?1, Blend, 3-band£0

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash]

Maple

Deluxe Uglitweiglit

22Med-Juml)o

2 Special Design Woisefess

?1, Blend, 3-l>and£()

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 fasli), 06,21 fasfi), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

Merorkh

Pan fern)

Deluxe Uglilweigfit

22Med-Jumbo

2 Special Design Noiseless

Vof, Blend, 3.tond£13

ComtnS-r-B/Tupload

00,01 fasll), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

AlderorAsh

Maple

OetaUglitweight

22Med-Juml)o

2 Special Design Noiseless

?1, Blend, S-tondE?

Combo S-T-B/Top load

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

Rosemwd

Deluxe Uglitweiglit

2 Special Design Noisefess

Volume, Tone 3-bandEQ

Combo S-T-B/Top load

00,01 (ash), 06,38

22Med-Juml)o

OeluxeCast/Sealed 22tted-Jumt)o

l—ns& specifications subject to change without notice.
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-used on Teles
on this page

used on basses
on this page

otherwise

^Il.tKAadd share

^SBtefettowtag
^t;T';1^tores:.

WStratocastei^
Stratocaster® and '62 Stratocaster re-

body radii and contQurs, 12th fret dot
positioning, and hand beveled pickup

create two of Fender's most famous

magnets. Both models are also avail-

designs. All original specs are detailed

able left handed.

The American Vintage '57

including neck and headstock shapes,

maple neck

iWslage hardware

This faithful reissue pays homage to

and heard instruments in musical his-

Fender's original classic that revolu-

tory. All original specs are detailed
including neck shape, fingerboard

tionized the electric guitar. Its efficiency of form and function have made

radius, hardware, pickups and elec-

the Telecaster one of the most played

Ironies. Also available left handed.

vttdage pickups

'52 Tetes Special <"
Fender tweed case

The ultunate in elegance and simplicity.
This special edition of Fender's original

gold plated vintage hardware. All other

classic features a luxurious 2-color sun-

including neck shape, fmgerboard

burst lacquer finish and is adorned with

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your

price list for
availability.

features are true to original specs
radius, pickups, and electronics.
Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

'57Stratocaster

010-0102

Alder or Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

'57 Strat (lefty)

010-0122

Alder or Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Siher

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

01 (ash), 03,06,09

'62Stratocsster

010-0100

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

00,05,06,09,40, 46

'62Stratffefty}

010-0120

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremofo

00, 05, 06, 09

'52 Tefecaster

010-0202

Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

'52 Te;e (lefty)

010-0222

Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vof, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

06,50,84

'52 Tefe Speu'sf

010-0212

Ash

Mapfe

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

03 with gold hardware

FENDER

FRONTLINE

01 (ash), 03, 06,09,40,78

06,50,84

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

TTiese hallmark models are the cornerstones of Fender's electric guitar range. The new American Vintage Series marks the return to
original specs with smooth, rounded body radii, distinctive neck shapes, aged plastic parts and pickups
that replicate all the physical and tonal aspects of the originals.

finish

options

003-colorsunburst

^^*l£!?E:!:^HLIj._7p^^--^ZHl^
01 white blonde

Custom Telecaster

032-colorsunburst

Bound for glory! Now made at

ing including body binding, neck shape,

Fender's state-of-the-art manufactur-

fingerboard radius, hardware, pickups

ing facility in Corona, California, this
'60s classic features all original detail-

Fender case.

and electronics. Includes brown Tolex®

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red
F -J

?62Jazzmaster

40 fiesta red

The guitar that was at the heart of '60s

classic Fender model features a con-

Rock Instrumentals, '70s New-Wave,

toured body with off-set waist, switch-

and '80s Alternative. Now made at

able lead and rhythm circuits with inde-

Fender's state-of-the-art manufactur-

pendent volume and tone controls, and

ing facility in Corona, California, this

floating tremolo with "Tremolo-Lock."

46 Sherwood metallic

Includes brown Tolex® Fender case.

'^

84 copper

^

•••'"s '

ie '62 Jaguar is a re-creation of
alder's premier guitar from the '60s.
likini's, surfboards, and crashing
reverb! Now made at Fender's stateof-the-art manufacturing facility in

^s/

Corona, California, this hallmark
Fender model features a contoured

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

String Mute

dent volume and tone controls, and

Lock.'

floating tremolo with "Tremolo-

case.

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

strings

®

body with off-set waist, switchable
lead and rhythm circuits with indepen-

Includes brown Tolex® Fender

Controls

Switching

Bridge

/ "^"r't^l^/t.
Colors

010-6200 Ooub,Ie Bound Alder

Rosewoocf

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Ssddfe

00,06, 09

0100800

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coll

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

FloatSngTremolo

00,05,06, 09,40, 46

010.0900

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

22 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Slide

Floating Tremolo

00, 05,06, 09,40,46

•cificaions subject to change without notice.

ERICAN VINTAGE series
^otherwise
*?^atefl, American
VWtage series
^ in USA and share
thefoltowjng
features:

one-piece maple neck

?57 Precision Bass®
Fender invented the ElectriigBass in
1951 in response to requests from

^

musicians for a louder, easieisto-han-

1^

die bass. This tieM instrument was
named the Precision Bass. Unlike its

'--s

predecessor— the acoustic staad-up

vintage hardware

bass, the P-Bass® had !feets, which

allowed bassists to play with gi'e^mon.
Needless to say, a "new playing seMSation" was born and the sound of popular music changed forever. The

American Vintage '57 and '62
]|reei@icua^,Bassfes ^ay tribute to the

^angBM^^^;®^^
!i£Be?|?specti»&^^

original detailing

^1
vintage pickups

•

Fender tweed case

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors, consult your

price 11st for
availability.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

'57 Precision Bass

019-0115

Alder or Ash

Mapte

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Split-Coil

I/o;, rone

Vintage 4-Saddle

01 (ash), 03,06,09

'62 Precision Bass

019-01.16

Alder

fiosemiod

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Split-Coil

Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-Sactofte

00,05,06,40

fENDER

0

FRONTLINE

Colors

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

-^Y^^1?^^

-,ft hallmark models are the cornerstones of Fender's electric guitar range. The new American Vintage Series marks the return to
original specs with smooth, rounded body radii, distinctive neck shapes, aged plastic parts and pickups

that replicate all the physical and tonal aspects of the originals.

T62Jazz Bass
First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe
Model," the Fender Jazz Bass has stood
the test of time to become one of the
most played instruments in modern

musical history. All original Fender
Firsts such as the off-set waist body, ultra
slim fast-action neck and full-range bi-

pole pickups are detailed in this faithful
reissue.

032-cotoFsSunburst

P:fl^iifffi!^i$|J

Qftilacl^

The continuing e^titufion of the Fender
Bass— revisited. Contrasting bound fin-

|^ri?oards and block inlays are standout
^^iBfi?|^£ this '70s classic. The rosewo6d1Ba^i|||iag;]d version features^yhite
bmding, p^attt(3|SgJ|ilock inlays aifid
;white/blackAvhite pii^p^d. The maple
gersioa features black fingeiteQariEl<;bindblack block inlays ,^ and
irhite/black pickguard. Other fea^indud&x solid ash body, "bullet"
ss rod aBSi 3-b^t Nicro-Tilt"1 neck
ijustmenf. Inclijuaes !?%y;k Tolex8
Fender case. ^"?S

(Bass

Model No.

Body

Flngerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

019-0209

Alder

Rosewood

Wntsgefteveree

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

2ConcentricVof,Tone

Vintage 4-Saddfe

00,02,05,06

Vintage 4-Saddle

00, 06, 21

Vintage 4-Sacfdte

00,06,21

019-0300

Ash

Bound Rosewod

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

019-0302

Ash

Bound Maple

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Colors

SUPER BASS

usedOn basses
> & specilications subject to change without notice.

FRONTUNE

^niiiuiis

ERICAN SPECIAL series

shared
features

Jimi Hendrix

Special Models
have many

Voodoo Stratocaster

unique
features:

The Voodoo Stratocaster is a tribute
to the voodoo master himself— Jimi
Hendrbc. For years players have been

putting left handed necks on their
Strats m search of that elusive sound.

This only got them halfway there. The
Voodoo Stratocaster completes the

equation with its completely lefthanded string path.

Floyd Rose* locking
tremolo on the Floyd
Rose Classic Strat®

Voodoo Strat engraved neckplate.

The unique string tension created by
the Voodoo's reverse headstock, com-

bined with the scorching tone of
reverse staggered pickups and the

reverse angled bridge pickup— take it
over the top. Combine all that with a
right-handed contoured body, tremolo
and controls, and your there. Woven
strap and white-coil cable included.

reverse angle bridge

pickup in the
Voodoo Strat

Floyd Rose®

Classic Sfrat HSS/HH

semi-holtow body
onthe'90sTeles

For players who want to access a wide

Thinline

variety of extreme tones, Fender

offers the Floyd Rose Classic HSS and
Floyd Rose Classic HH. Both guitars
feature the Floyd Rose Original locking tremolo plus newly designed
Fender humbucking pickups.
The HSS model has two Fender
American Standard single coils in the
neck and middle positions and one

DeArmond® 2K

pickups on the

Fender DH-1™ Humbucker in the

Tele-Sonic'"

bridge. The DH-l's magnetic pole
pieces are Fender-spaced for proper

string balance. The HH model beefs it
up with a double dose of Fender DH1 Humbuckers in the bridge and neck
positions, combined with special 5-

way switching that offers a wide array
of fat humbucker and cutting single-

Floyd Rose Classic HH details.
Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

Model

Model No.

Body

1/ooDoo StfBtocaster 010-6600

Alder

coil tones.

Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets
Rosewood

Wntage "F'

Pickups

21 Med.-Jumbo 3 Reverse Stagger Vintage

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

Colors
00,05, 06

VooDoo Stratocaster 010-6602

Alder

Maple

Vintage "F'

21 Med.-Jumbo 3 Reverse Stagger Vintage Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

FtoycffioseHSS

110-6500

Alder

fiosewood

Wntage

22 Med.-Jumbo

1 DH-1, 2 Sin^le-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00, 06, 09,41

5-Way

00,05, 06

FloydRoseHSS

110-6502

Alder

Maple

Wntsge

22 Med.-Jumbo

1 DH-1, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone,Tone

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00,06,09,41

Ftoyd Rose HH

110-6700

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

Speciaf5-IVay Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00, 06,09, 41

FloydRoseHH

110-6702

Alder

Maple

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol. Tone,Tone

SpeciafS-Way Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00,06, 09, 41

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

A select group of high-end models each with a vibe all its own. The Fender Special Models group is where the unexpected
is the norm. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility in Corona, California, U.S.A.

finish

options
wh*f^

^* ^

^^i
»tr -^

-^ *
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•90sTele TOnline
A beautiful, double bound, semi-hollow ash body with a single f-hole sets

00 3-color sunburst

the stage for the '90s Tele Thinline.
This eye catching guitar comes

equipped with American Standard
pickups and hardware, and a white

shell pickguard. Natural and Olympic
White finishes have brown shell pickguard and binding.

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red

21 natural

32 brown sunburst

Tele-Sonic
The Fender Tele-Sonic™ takes the

38 crimson transparent

Telecaster concept to a new level with
its chambered mahogany body, 24.75 "
scale, twin DeArmond® single-coil

pickups and Wilkinson® stop tailpiece.

41 vintage white

The DeArmond 2K.

strings

used on Strats
on this page

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets
Ws refe Thmline 010-8200 Double Bound Semi Hollow Ash Rosewood Dfx. Cast/Seafed 22Med.-Jumbo

Pickups
2-Single-Coil

Controls Switching Bridge

Colors

l/of,Tone 3-Way 6-Saddle S-T-B 00,05,06,21,38

y)srelr Thiniine 010^8202 Double Bound Semi Hollow Ash MapfeDlx. Cast/Sealed 22 Med.-Jumbo
Vol. Tone 3-Way 6-Saddle S-T-B 00,05,06,21,38
2-Single-Coil
fete-Sonic
32,38
010-1800 Chambered Mahogany Rosewood Dlx. Cast/Sealed 22 Med.-Jumbo 2-U.S. DeArmond 2K 2Vol,2Tone 3-Way Wilkinson Stop

•matures & specifications subject to change without notic

©

used on Teles
on this page

ST SIGNATURE series

finish

options

05 Olympic white

06 black

41 vintage white

Jimi Hendrix Tribute Stratocaster
(U.S.A.) The Jimi Hendrbc Stratocaster is a mirror
image of the guitar that gave us the stunning performance of the "Star Spangled Banner" at the famous
"peace and music" festival of '69.

The mystique of that elusive, majestic Hendruc

43 pewter

tone... the unique string tension of a right hand

Stratocaster strung left handed combined with three
reverse-staggered, vintage '69, alnico magnet pickups sets the stage. Pickups, controls and an original
styled 3-way selector switch are housed in a tri-lami-

nated white/black/white pickguard. The vintage tinted maple neck, with late '60s style large headstock
and mirror image Fender decal is equipped with a 21
fret maple fingerboard. The alder body is finished in
the same color as Jimi's performance guitar, classic
Olympic White. Hardware includes a vintage tremolo (remember the cascades of sound during the
"rockets red glare"?), classic "F" tuners by Schaller,
and a four bolt neck plate stamped with Jimi's image.
Authentic accessories include a special woven strap,

a white coil cable with molded ends (one right
angle), plus a 5-way selector switch modification kit.

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Jimi Hendrix Tribute Stratocaster 010-6822

Alder

Maple

Vintage V

Frets

Pickups

21 Nickel Silver 3-fieverse Stagger Vintage

FENDER W}'-9 FRONTLINE

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

Colors

05

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have

finish

been painstakingly Grafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style.

options

^
^»

.^•i
If
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IN^
57 surf green

Eric Clapton St-atocaster

58 torino red

(U.S.A.) The Eric Clapton model was
designed to recreate the look and feel
of Eric's Favorite Strat®, but with modera electronics that could provide a
fatter sound when needed. Unique
features include a special "V" shape
neck, three Gold Fender-Lace®
Sensors, 25db active mid-boost circuit,

71 candy green

and blocked synchronized tremolo

bridge.

Jeff Beck Sb-atocaster
(U.S.A.) The Jeff Beck Stratocaster is
the culmination of Jeff's ultimate guitar needs. A wide array of sounds can
be coaxed from this beauty— breath-

76 midnight purple

taking harmonies, ferocious tremolo
effects and much more. Unique features include a deep '50s neck shape,
two Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors in the

neck and middle positions, and dual
Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors in the

bridge.

strings

Hngerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

010.7602

Alder

Maple

Wntage

22 Nickel Silver

3 Gold Fender-tace Sensors

Volume, ?BX, Mid Boost

010.9600

Wer

Rosenwd

Deluxe locking

••OWncation;
is subject to change without notice.

22 Nickel Silver 2Gold(.ace,lDuafGofdl.ace

Volume, Jone, TBX

Switching Bridge

Colors

5-Way SyncfironizecHremoloftifocked} 05,06,43,58,71
5-IVay, Bridge Pickup SpfiKer Synchmnized Jremoto

41,57,76

used on guitars
on this page

1ST SIGNATURE series

finish

options

003-colorsunburst

Stevie RayVaughan
Stratocaster®
032-colorsunburst

(U.S.A.) The Stevie Ray Vaughan
Signature model respectfully replicates Stevie's favorite guitar. Pure
Texas blues— Stevie style! Unique
features include a special "oval" neck
shape, Pao Ferro fingerboard, three
Fender Texas Special™ single-coil pick-

ups, gold plated vintage hardware with
left-handed tremolo, and special

05 Olympic white

engraved pickguard.

JimmieVaughan
Tex-MoTStraf
(Mexico) The Jimmie Vaughan TexMex Strat features simplicity of
design, directly reflecting his deep
roots and traditional playing style.

06 black

Features include a special "V" shape
neck, three Fender Tex-Mex pickups
with hot bridge, and special tone control wiring.

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

Switchinij Bridge Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Stew'e Ray Vaughan Stratocaster

010-9200

Alder

Pao Ferm

Vintage

21 Jumbo

3 Jexas-Speual

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo (left-handed) 0°

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-MexStrat

013-9202

Poplar

Maple

Vintage

21 Med-Jumbo

3 Tex-Mex

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo 03, 05,06, 09

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have

been painstakingly Grafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style.

finish

options
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09 candy apple red

Buddy Guy Stratocaster

67 honey blonde

(U.S.A.) The Buddy Guy model is a
red hot blues machine. Buddy's legendary sound comes through. So can
yours! Features include a special "V"
shape neck, three Gold Fender-Lace®
Sensors with 25db active mid-boost
circuit.

88 desert sunset

Bonnie Raitt
Stratocaster
(U.S.A.) The Bonnie Raitt
Stratocaster emulates her favorite vintage Strat8 with some attractive additions. A narrow neck shape and 9.5"
fingerboard radius make for excellent

playability. Other features include
three Fender Texas Special™ single-coil

pickups and a white shell pickguard.

strings

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets
'^ifStratocaster 010-7802

Mapte

'tertt Stra(ocaste7-OU-9200 Alder Rosewood

Switching Bridge Colors

Pickups

Vintage 22 Nickel Silver 3 Gold Fender-Lace Sensors Vol, TBX, Mid Boost

5-Way Synchronized Tremolo 03,67

Vintage 22 Nickel Silver

5-Way Synchronized Tremolo 00,88

3 Texas Specfaf

Vol. Tone,Tone

used on guitars
on this page
' & specifications subject to change without notice.

1ST SIGNATURE series

finish

options

RichieSambora
Standard Stratocaster
(Mexico) The Richie Sambora
Standard Strat features a

hum/single/single pickup configuration and locking tremolo. No problem

003-colorsunburst

rockin' on this one! Unique features

include a DiMarzio® PAF humbucker
in the bridge position and Floyd Rose®
II locking tremolo.

02 lake placid blue

06 black

RichieSambora
Stratocaster®
(U.S.A.) The new Richie Sambora
Stratocaster combines classic design
with "flash." Unique features include
"star" fingerboard inlays, three
Fender Hot-Noiseless™ pickups, aged

09 candy apple red

white plastic parts and a 12db active
mid-boost circuit.

10 black w/gold paisley

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

Model

Model No.

Richie Sambora Standard Strat 113-2700
Richie Sambora Stratocaster

010-2602

Body Fingerboard
Poplar fiosewood
Alder

Maple

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Casf/Seafed 21 Med-Jumbo
Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

FENDER

Controls

1 Dimarzio PAF, 2 Single-Coil Vol, Tone, Tone
3 Hot-Noiseless

FRONTLINE

Switching

Bridge

5-Way

Floyd Rose II Locking Trem

Vol. Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

Colors
02.06,09,80
00, 40, 41

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have

finish

been painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style.

options
James Burton
Standard Telecaster

•I

A
•I-

(Mexico) The James Burton Standard

-^f

i<r -'

Telecaster reflects this great player's

^•crf

roots with its 50's styling and classic
Tele® tone. Features include a '50s

11 black w/candy red paisley

"U" shaped neck, vintage sbc-saddle

string-through-body bridge and two
Fender Texas-Tele® single-coil pickups.

^

.^

w

23 pearl white

"^s.

~WJ
A;

40 fiesta red

James Burton Telecaster"
.^.^

(U.S.A.) The James Burton Telecaster

':^~l:'?..

a

is loaded with modern features yet
retains the classic Tele sound and feel
that James likes. Features include

SF^

paisley and solid color finishes, three

"^"""l
t;»sfch.J

Fender-Lace®, and special 5-way

r

"Strat-o-Tele" switching.

41 vintage white

ill

lisggaui

1^1

77 frost red

80 arctic white

strings

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads
'anda'd relecas;eToi3-8602 Poplar Maple
•htocasler

Frets

Pickups

Controls Switching

Vintage Style 21 Nickel Silver 2 U.S. Texas Tele Vol, Tone

3-Way

Bridge
Vintage 6-Sscfdfe

Colors

09

010.8602 Poplar Maple Bite w/Pearl Buttons 21 Nickel Silver 3 Fender-LaceSeonsors Vol. Tone 5-Way "Strat-o-Tone" S-T-B Strat Hardtail 10,11,23,77

used on guitars
on this page
ins subject to change without notice.

ST SIGNATURE series
J.D.Telecaster®
(Japan) A variation of Jerry's Custom
Shop Signature model, the JD Tele"
features a custom Strat® single-coil

pickup in the neck position and special
5-way switching.

Yngwie Malmsteen
Stratocaster
(U.S.A.) Swedish guitarist Yngwie
Malmsteen first hit the U.S. music
scene through a Guitar Player

Magazine Spotlight column and from
there, hit the ground running. From
his days in the '80s rock scene to soldout performances showcasing his classical influences and prodigious technique, Yngwie has remained truly one
of a kind. Fender is proud to introduce the all-new Yngwie Malmsteen
Stratocaster. In addition to Yngwie's
trademark scalloped fretboard and
brass nut, new features include a late
'60s large headstock, original synchronized tremolo and aged plastic parts.

Model

Model No.

J.D. Telcaster

027-9702 Basswood

Body

Fingerboard
Maple

Machine Heads

Frets

Vintage Style 21 Nickel Silver

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

1 Custom Sfrat, 1 Custom Tele

Vol. Tone

SpeaafS-Way

Vintage 3-Sacfdte

Colors
00,06,27,38

Yngwie Malmsteen Strat 010-7100

Alder fiosewood (scalloped) Vintage "F'

21 Med-Jumbo

2 DiMarxio YJM, 1 DiMarzio HS-3

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

09, 41,72

Vngw'e Malmsteen Strat 010-7102

Alder Maple (scalloped)) Vintage T'

21 Med-Jumbo

2 DiMarxio YJM, 1 DiMarzio HS-3

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

09, 41, 72

0

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have

finish

been painstakingly Grafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style.

options
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®
(Japan) As a bassist, Marcus Miller
has performed with Miles Davis,
David Sanborn, Luther Vandross, Joe

Sample, McCoy Tyner & Jackie
McLean, Grover Washington Jr.,
Aretha Franklin, and Roberta Flack.

38 crimson red transparent

Without a doubt, Marcus Miller's

defining groove is being felt around
the world by bass players who consid-

er his work to be the pinnacle of the
craft. Features include 2-band active

EQ and BadAss II bridge.

41 vintage white

72 sonic blue

StuHamm "Urge "Bass 11

85 bright amber metallic

(U.S.A.) The new Stu Hamm "Urge"
Bass II features the tonal magic of
classic Jazz and Precision basses with
active electronics and contemporary
styling. Features include a sleek alder
body, 34" scale length, matching paint-

ed headstock (except Sunburst),
Fender Jazz Bass® Noiseless"' pickups
active electronics.

86 bright sapphire metallic

strings

used on guitars

oathis page

Model

Model No.

Marcus Miller Jazz Iiass

025-7802

StuHamm "Urge'Bass)/ 019-1500

L

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Ash

Bound Maple

Vintage Style

20

2Bi-pole

Vol. Vol, Treble, Bass

/Ic&Ve on/off

BassAss II

Poplar

fiosewood

Defuxe Lightwieght

Body Fingerboard

24 2 NoiselessJazz, 1 Custom P-Bass" Vol. Blend, 3-band EQ 3-WayMiniToggle

Combo S-r-B/Top-l.oad

Colors
00,05, 21
00,06,85,86

used on basses

on this page
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

SIGNATURE series

finish

options

Roscoe Beck V Bass
(U.S.A.) The Roscoe Beck V String is
truly a one-of-a-kmd design. Players
will love the traditional Jazz feel com-

bined with the graphite reinforced
neck. Other features include a pao
ferro fingerboard, special Jazz Bass® V

003-colorsunburst

pickups, and special switching.

09 candy apple red

.^

•:K'S§H

Jaco PastoriusJazz Bass
Jaco Pastorius was a beacon for gener-

44 shoreline gold metallic

ations of aspiring bass players, bridging the gaps between R&B, rock, jazz,
classical and Caribbean musics. He

changed the musical world with his
uncanny gifts and visionary approach

to the instrument. And he did it with
one fundamental tool— a Fender Jazz
Bass. Available fretted or fretless.

45 teal green metallic

strings

Clear finish coated fingerboard on the
fretless version

used on the basses
on this page

Note: Not all
variations may be
available in all

Model

Model No.

Body

Rngeiboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

price list for

ftoscoe Beck V Bass

019-6500

Alder

Pao Fern

Cast Open Back

22

2 Special Design MB

Push/PullVol, Tone

3-IVay,2Mini3-Wayrogg(e

Gotoh Comtio/S-r-E/rop-load

JacoPastorius Jazz Bass

019-6200

Mder

Rosewood

Vintage Reversed

20

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Wn(age4-Saddfe

00

availability.

Saw Pastorius lan Bass (fwtless)

019-9208

Alder

Clear Coated Rosewood

Vintage Reversed

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00

colors, consult your

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

FENDER

Colon
00.09,44,45

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty
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